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VIGOROUS FIGHT
FOR HIGH OFFICE

PADUCAH. KY. TUESDAY EVENING. MAR(211 12. 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

BIG BATTLESHIP
BLOWN TO PIECES

Woodfnen of the World Will
Play Politics

Two Hundred French Sailors
Are Killed

Popular Magistrate Charlet; Emery is
Candidate of Western Kentucky
for Place.

Jena's Magazines Let Go While She
Is at Dock Undergoing an
. Inspection

LOUISVILLE HAS AN APPLICANT

VESSEL

comllurrEur

10 CENTS PER WEEK

COAL OPERATORS
RENEW CONTRACT

SAP SEASON OPENS.

Meeting With Illinois Central
Officials Today
t3outract Expires April 1 and Tlas0
Are Discussing Terms ter An.
otiu_r Year at Palliser.

WRECKED.
FIRST

0
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•
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Head Camp II, state Woodmen of
the World, ,is being organized in Padumb today with over 2,00 members
tin attendance. Today they
were
conspicuous on the streets and in
public iikices Until 10 olciock when
the meeting was called to order.
At le o'clock ag adjournment was
ordered and
vors enjoyed
a
stroll through the tercets until
2
o'clock when business wae resumed.
There is a hard fight on forr the high.
eat, honor, that of Past Junior Head
Consul. Here is where the meeting
threatens to hang fere, and aft Interest is centered in It. Paducah has a
candidate against more than half a
dozen others scattered
at large
throughout the state, and
western
Kentucky intends to hold out for Its
choice.
This rnosiilne at la) o'clock the delegates to Head Camp U were called
together in Red Men's hall on North
Fourth street between Broadway and
Jefferson street .11, Hen. Disead
A.
("roes, chairman of the conimIttee on
arrangements. The Rev. David C.
Wright, of Grace Episcopal church,
offered a prayer. Mayor D. A, Yet. ser welcomed the visitors to the city.
Hon. R. T. Weller, of Murray, aooepted the invitation In behalf of the visitors, and the meeting
was then
turned over to the organizer, Dr.
Johnson Hall, of Louleville.
•
The only number on the program
not carried out was an addrees by
County Attorney Alb-en Barkley welcoming the vesitore in behalf of the
local lodges. He was absent from
die city.
The first sateen towards permanent
organization was the appointment of
a committee on credentials
Organizer Hal) appointed Jo'hil W. Heleley,
Paducah; Fred 11, Ochs, Louisville,
and J. A. Meredith, of Ashland, and
an adjournment until 2 p. rn. was ordered, pending the report of the committee.
The offices to -be fated are not
numerous and only one seems to be
au. demand, that of past junior head
canine. Louisville and Paducah seem
to be fighting over this honor, and
Louisville came -.34) stroug. but *Remo
divided in the choice. There are
several names mentioned by the Louisville delegation, One is that of
J. H. Brewer, and another
Smock, Both have supporters in the
delegations, but Magistrate 0. W.
'Ornery, of this cite, west Kentucky's
cherice, has strong enipport from this
tad of the state and his friends expect him to win. ,
The offices to be filled follow:
Past junior head consul, head advisor, head clerk, head banker, head
escort, heed trentinel, head
watchman,
Louis Buettner, of 'Loulevelle, deputy circuit clerk, is running for head
clerk.

TIME

THIS ("IT

Rain tonight with cooler in west
Paris, March 13.—A dispatch reportion. Wednesday partly cloudy ceived from Toulan says the French
Contract between western Keeand slightly colder. Highest temper&
tuvky mine operators and the Illinois
Lena hes
beenbioeeep.
_
ature yesterday 59, lowest today 5tt.
Central, which epires this month Is
-Tbe explosion was in the powder
being renewed f5ffa;-.
magazine end resulted in tube death
'Phis meeting in which millions
Petier Dead.
of 244) officers and men and seriousof
dollars are involitsi was drawn from
Paris, March 12.--Jeen Paul
ly Warned lee more. The big battleChicago to Pladuoah this year and
Pier Casintet Peeler, former- ship was wrecked.
The Jena was lyheld this morning beginning. at
president of France, is dead.
ing at dock when Inspection was or9
nellock
at the Painter Howse. The
dered of her machinery and maga"Brudder ain't Breen' nothire far me!"
feet that Paducah secured this meetFear Mob.
zine. While the officers were making indicates that It 's the beet
—Donee,
,e
Manchester, Ia., March 12.—
meetng the rounds there came a frightful
ceeetand Plain Dealer.
ing place for both railroad and mire
The state militia was called out
report, followed by others.
The
openttors.
this morning to guard two bank
great plates of the vessel were torn
Last night more than a dozen mine
robbers arrested for blowing up
asunder. Fragments of her armor,
opera errs from Keg Kentucky arthe bank of Masonville. They
decks, superst-ructure and
small
rived In the city unannounced. They
were marched away from mob
Goats and human remains were hurlregrietered, at the Palmer House, This
violence, The action followed
ed high in the air. The cause of the
morning Mr. C. F. Parker, purcbrua
the ousting of the grand jury,
explosion is not yet known. The
leg agent, and G. We Hatter,
which was deck-mei illegal, and
fuel,
battleship carried a crew of 700 men.
agent, of die laknois Central
therefore cannot indict the men
)of Cat,1It Is thought the: explosion was
esgo, arr:ved at 7:45 o'clock in their
held. Angry citizens immediatecaused by the explosion of defective
private car, No. 2. They immediate
ly formed a mob bent on lynchly
compressed air torpedo. It is now
went to the Palmer Holt* to meet
ing the men.
believed that almost 400 lives were
the ocal operators and agree on
a
lost.
/beerier for the road this year
Union Triubles.
n'Kent-ucby.
Goldfield, Nev., March 12.—
MARSHAL BROWN BRINGS
The Mine Operators.
As a moult of labor troubles folPRISONER...TO PADUCAH.
Following is a Ilst of the extol mine
lowing an attemat of industrial
operators here: Brack Owen, Carbonworkers to force into their ordale Coal companY: F. W. Katterwtnization members of other
Wade Brown. deputy United States
"The Palmer touse is ahead of and in his graceful and happy man- $5,000 to spend
this year. Before john, Nortonvi:le Coal
unions, the situation is critical
company;
marshal, returned this morning from Paducah's growth, but not ahead
of nee the toastmaster began introduc- the snow ale* again we shall have a William Feeder,
and last night a vigilance comHillside Coal cornMayfield, where he had gone to serve her spirit," said W. F. Bradshaw,
ing the speakers of the evening, re- little park on Fountain avenue that Pane,
mittee WAS formed to stop vioat Greenvile; all of this city.
subpoenas and to get Dell Dowdy, a Jr., at the close of the banquet given lieving
the situation of all traces of will comparewitb anything anywhere' Clarence Martn,
lence. The entire city is an
secretary, Greenwhite man indicted by the grand by the business men. of Paducah to formality
by some gentle witticism and we are promised' a magnificent ville Coal
company, Greenville; Anarmed camp,
jury for bootlegging. Marshal Brown the stockholders of the Palmer and getting
each speaker and his au- bronze monument to crown our work drew Hoge,
asecretary of Daniel Boone
has a habit, uncomfortable for his House in the great dining room of dience
into touch by a timely anee- there. We shall 'nave a park be- mines,
Daniel Boone: W. D. McElvictims, of doing his work in the the rejuvenated hotel last night,
Ball Player Shot.
and dote or word of explanation.
tween Broadway and Kentucky aye- haney, president
Central Coal and
dead of night. He found Dowdy in this fact Was exemplified before
St. Louis. March 12.—Patsy
Mr. Joseph L. Friedman was first, nue that will be a source of pride Iron
the
company. Central City; R. Morbed and got htm without any trouble, guests of honor by the presence of anTfioni
Hines, a well known baseball
Tis subject, tallie Palmer 1 And pleaiiiie to t:yei-y Paancallan. If gan,
president R. Morgan toll comDowdy has a bond, however, and will 110 representative business melt of Hotel.
player, was shot this morning
Company," be extracted some we could have put that 25,000 into
pany, Central City; R, M. Selwyn,
be released in Commissioner Gard- the city, and the tone of the response humor
by Louis Richardson, a bartendat the expense of the Chicago a sinking fund and had the use of
provident Crabtree Cool Mining 'comner's court this afternoon.
er in a saloon. Rir.hardson wart
made to the toasts.
stockholders that served as the skele- the $100,000 bond issue we would
pany, Ibeley; G. W. Atkins, president
arreeted. It is said Hines abused
When Toastmaster George C. Wal- ton of a joke for every speaker that have terraced the river front
and St. Bernard
coal atimPalle,• BaillagKnoxville Goes Dry.
him and refused to pay for
lace stood
behind a high center followed, including Judge Henry D. made the banks of the Ohio river
ton; T. B. Bornane, president Taylor
drinks. Hines once played with
Knoxville, Twin, March 12.—By piece of 100 roses and rapped for Laughlin and Mr. John C. Roth. In Into a beauty spot that would have
Coat company, Louisville; ('km elim,
the St. Louis Browns and has
the emphatic majority of 1,941 Knox- the banqueters to be seated, they a mock tone of gravity Mr. Fried- gladdened the eye of every man, woMarlon; Sam Stitaga, secretary
signed with Milwaukee this seaDe
riles today numbered the days of the were standing along tables arranged man told of going to Chicago when man and child riding up and down
Koven
Cowl oempaar. DeKoven;
son. He was to leave today to
open, saloon. The result surpassed with the head tables o nthe south It became desirable to improve the the majestic stream.* But it will
Charles Taylor. beerseary Luyzerse
join the team.
even the expectations of the most side of the room, the main table run- Palmer Mouse and so praising Padu- come," he said. "That was only the
Cote
corn icily, Greens-die, and R. le
sanguine of the leaders of the tem- ning north and south through the cah that the Chicago men were beginning of our education."
Brown, president of the Browteletmo
Another Gunboat.
perance cause. Knoxville cast the center of the room and two wings anxious to dispose of anything they
Hon. Hal S. Corbett was never in
Coal company, Memphis, Tenn.
largest vote in Its history today by paralleling it part way down the possessed so as to secure some inter- better form than last night when he
Washington, March 12.—The
"We are getting $1.09% cents per
sides
from
the
ends
of
the
head
est
Paducah.
in
Then as a mark of spoke on "The Hotel as an Index of
nearly 2,0000, and of that immense
Gunboat Marietta IS expected to
ton
for tercui delivered at the mines,"
table.
The latter was' decorated in esteem for them, the Path:tea* men a City's Progress." He began his
vote the dry ticket swept the city
be ordered to Ceiba, Honduras,
a prominent operator said this mornroses,
while
carnations
and
lilies
allowed
of
Laughlin
Judge
almost
by
and MT. speech with an anecdote in his haptwo to one. The dry ticket
which is said to be threatened
ing. This contract expires April 1.
received 4,17,5 and the wets 2,224 the valley were used on the other Roth to assume 95 per cent of the piest manner about the hotel war in
with an attack by the NicaraThis contract we make today will run...
tables.
stock
the
and
all
bonds
votes.
of the new
It was a veritable landaleds
omen naval force. Orders were
from
Merch 31. 1.90a, until March 31,
Hundreds
of palms and profusion! company. He close with a glowing
(Continued on Page Three.)
Admiral Evans, comfor prohibition.
given
1908."
of
southern
smilax
were
used
tribute
by
his
colleagues
to
but
,
the
mander of the Atlantii. fleet, to
This niornina the meeting continBruneons in the general effect.
spirit of fun, which centered about
send an additional gunboat to
Fine Hotel Burns.
ued until 12:30 o'clock in uhe Palmer
The
floral
decoration
s
were
that
the
stock
transactio
the
caught
n,
Central American waters; and
House parlors and no agreement
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., March 12. handsomest ever seen at a banquet fancy of Judge Laughlin, who foleither the Dubuque or Paducah
had
bt,
—The Iroquois hotel, the finest, in in this city.
en rc:teked, when the body adlowed, and turned the point° of it to
will go.
the city, was destroyed by tire today,
journed.
When the banquet had been dis- Mr. Friedman only to find that
entailing a loss of $200,000. Twenty cussed, coffee and cigars were placed others could manipulate
"The coal operators are hoidens
humor
the
Grain Market.
out for a better rate," one operator
five guests escaped by losing practi- at the elbow of each guest, Mr. Wal- of it as well as he.
„Cincinnati, March 12.-'
- Weat
cally all their effects. Firemen were lace again rapped for order, the
elated. "The cost of production Is
Judge Henry D. Laughlin from a
hampered by lack of water..
lemisville March L2.—Sevezell ar- greater than'.lent Year hr
70%: corn, 50; oats, 46%.
music on the mezzaninefloor ceased, humorous' beginning, launched into
between
,a to 5 per cent, and we feel that
a patriotic address that brought rests wore mask today of men Who 4 ,
e. •
down the house. He le-a Kentuckian interferred _with the Area cur serv- this should be considered. Mast seem
•
•
by birth, but be came to Paducah ice. Few ears are- runeing with a to favor aerate of between $1.1a and
claiming the rights of hospitality, be guard of pollee ansl The sign, "United $1.1,5 per ton delivered
at the
said, oh a broader foundation, that States Male" on, them. They carry mines."
The meeting isas resumed this nfbeing an American citizen. He no pasnengere. Present instant:ions
saw in the improvemente of the are that the strike will be 'lengthy. terueon at 2 o'clock and a lively disPaducah Woodmen of the World
have Imaxlquarters in a suite of
Palmer House and the development Rumors today state that the military, cussion is on. Eat coal mine operBeate td to Is? a professional crack*, to secure a elew to their identity or wklrrn in his pocket. They took him
.TOORIS at Hotel Betvedere, while the
of Paducah, which made It possible. may be called oqt if disturbances con- ator Is celled upon to make his stateman. Charles Kellock (alias) is held whereabouts of the fugitives. ' Mr. to the hall, where a search disclosed
Inc lit.
Louisville delegation and most of the
a reflection of the Writ and growth tinue.
In the city jail, while the police are Denker this morning examined his $3 and an Old penny recognized by
of America. To the Missizeippl valvieitore have headquarters at the PalAn
effort
to
run
ears
on Second
searching for his two
pals,
who stock and missed nothing. The cash Denker as his.
ley he looked for great things. He street ranged the most violent outmer House. Both factions are lightThe Rev, M. E. Reid.
.helped him blow the safe In George drawer was rifled of $3 in theme.
The prisoner *ea:es the name of said that
in that great velley there breaks of the day. Tracks were
-ft beald for the highest honor end
News of the-death of the Rev. M.
Denker's saloon last night.
Sunday night thieves entered, the Marks, Ketiock and refuses to talk.
is growing a people, who will control blocked with wagons and cats stoned E. Reid, at
ere buttenholing friends, inducing
South Union. Meech 9.
Three white burglars after pilfer- store and Mole whisky and cigars.
He was held Over for housebreaking, the de/Writes of
the world for 300 and windows smashed.
them to "come to headquarterea and
of general debility, reached bore this
ing the cast drawer of George Den"We were coming around Eighth malicious shooting and carrying conyears to come.
have a "clear _exphinatinn."
The situation may be summed tip morning, lie wire the father of the
ker's grocery and saloon, Harris and and Harris streets when we noticed cealed a deadly weapon.
Paducah Woodmen of' the World
"Greater Paducah," as seen by the as follows;
Rev. J. C'. Reid, formerly pastor of
Eighth streets, engaged in a desper- by the electric light that the grocery
Denker says nothing • was taken
are conspicuous and distinguishable
lion. Charles K. Wheeler, finds lodgthe CarniberLarte Presbyterian church,.
Demands of the Men.
ate piertol battle
with
Patrolmen door was open. Immediately two from the safe. The Hare is small anal
from visitors by white caps.
ing in the hearts of her people. Great
but now of Walla Walla, Wash.
Dick Wood and Billy Orr, and e- men, maybe three, appeared at the a total wreck.
He
Ten-hour work day instead of posnese is not only material prosperity
Notes of the Meeting.
leaves
10 chikiren, seven being wins.
054)5(1, So far as is learned no one deer. They opened fire at once and
Kellcx•k is of mediutn size anti
sible eighteen tours,
and expansion, but a greatness that
tt is requested that every one inOne is Mr. W. T. Reid, employed et
was injured, hut the fusillade awak- we dropped on our stomachs In the smoothly shaven, about 31e years old
Abolition of sliding goalie of wages
is found In the character of her cititerested in uniform rank work be
the Hank & Davis paint store on
ened many residents and created street," Patrolman Wood stated. "We and has a peculiar Mere out of his
and
frier classes of employee.
zenship.
present at the hall tonight.
Rroadway. The burial was held at
great excitement at 3 o'clock this pulled our guns and opened flee. 'At eyes.
Forty-flee minutes for meals in- Auburn. March
Hon. Charles Reed, president of
The Woodmen of the World, Head morning.
le
Patrolmen Orr and Wood least ale shots were exohanged. Their
the hotel company, told of his stead of seventeen minutes.
camp meeting has made business
were patroling their beat when they lenmualtion gave out and they ',tentdreams of a score years ago, and of
"pick up" In every hotel tn, the cite.
Right to settlement of cause for
noticed the door of the Denker store ed on a run, separating. I took one
Mrs. Cornelius Owen,
their realization in the Palmer House dismissal from service.
This with the banquet at the Palmer opera The
Mrs. Cornelius Owen, of Fulton,
patrolmen were some dist- route and Orr the other but both
of
today.
Mouse last night and the coming of ance from the
Substitution of fiat scale for elid- daughter-In-law of the Rev. T. J.
store and
testenede menaloapeld, An I. C. switch, engine
West Kentucky rural operators, make
City Beautiful.
ing Drake
Owen, of this city, was burled Sunbut before arrival few three men working on Ninth street stopped one."
When Dr. D. 0 Murrell WAS called
day at Felton. She died Saturday
emerge. They are certain the men
A telephone message to the My
Recognition of union.
on to speak on the subject of the
((kintInued on page four.)
were wthate. (Wang a hart the pa- hell Informed Lieutenant Potter of
night of typhoid fever after a brief
The Company's Reply.
"City
Beautiful" he spoke briefly
Illness. She had been married sae
trolmen pulled their revolvers and the affair. Ile dispatched Patrolmen
Decline to treat with outside per- years
and with earnestness on the subject
Gammon Is Acquitted. ,
and was formerly Mies Pearl
started on the run after the thieves. Shelby and Brennan north on. Fourth . Jerome won his ill.004, 81gna
, I \fie- near
4
sona (Meaning Off/C0111 of Mae salon.)
F. Gammon, the raducatt wive teak fa-their' beets.
a
park
heart,
system,
and
Browder, et near -Teltoa. Survive
„
. .
When the etreet to arrest At& one green live- tory for the Mate realty
wht;n Jus- his words thrillea 'his auditors with
leper banger, charged
Decline to reinstate _dlizehargea her are Tapia: .1.4usband ai
Baton patrolmen fired once or twice _at ning or looking
In
tkre
ausplototte. At Mad- tice
FitsgeraM — decided to allot; their prOtnlee.
Ronne. La., With havengaertrpfezt of them the men turned
employes open-7111-iiiierni of Onion.
year-old daughter,
and reterned ison end Fourth streets they claque
four over the legait number of wives, the fire.
"Paducah shall have a park sysDecline to dictate that non-emThree *Mots were fired in eeross a gtoang4r. When queetioned James G. Smith to he placed on the
has brew acquitted, and Fridal Wag rapid riccesseloa
Crosse, Wis., March 12.—After
join union.
by the running berg- he stated be was a bricklayer and Mend as a witness In chief. Jerome tem." he declared. "I went out yes- peered
0 Jackson, Tenne Dottiest of the, trial 'ere, who sountetr
a long conference with his Ileutere
ipped the po- reacihed back to stow Wit card. They declared In court today his testimony terday and raised $R00 for that purtitreagib and littert.
base not been received. by Paducah Ballade.
pose and I saw only eight men. BeAnts Conerettener John J. Balch
A thorough eiewroh through- vetted and search60 Wm and found a would tend to show not only sanity.
torelatives.
sides this we have $1,2on, and the Number of nebiabora of unIon,. 993 night decided to heroine a
out tbi north dud of She city failed big 45 Caliber Orate tertilitee
cas•lidlite
atill but the premeditation.
general Council tronerrealv mew. us Number of Me" affected
1 lin for United States Fenster.
'

Paducah Spirit Is Exemplified
in Word and Deed by Paducabans
Grand Banquet at the-Palmer House Last Night in Honor
of Stockholders of the Hotel Company---Magnificent Sentiment is Shown.
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CARS RUNNING
UNDER GUARD

Burglars and Police Engage in
Pistol Duel==z0ne Is Captured or

JEROME SCORES
ANOTHER POINT
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Rickets.
Simply the visible sign that baby's tiny bones
are not forming rapidly enough.
Lack of nourishment is the cause.
Scott's. Emulsion nourishes baby's
entire system. Stimulates and makes bone.
Exactly what baby needs.
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RECENT MADER TRIALS

TUESDAY, HARM 12.
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['Good Results n Lung Trouble
Mrs. Victor A. BeaUCaire, a
prominent club woman of Chicago, Ill., contracted a severe
cold from being exposed in bad
weather which resulted in

Perjury and Bralnatorma.
but for the fact that the wife of his
"If there is nothing betweeti aocle- bosom. dering a "-breinatorm,"
serious lung trouble.
ty and miyone who elOhes to attack charged the content., of a doubleMrs. Beaucaire, after taking
it but a 'brain-storm' we had better barreled shotgun into his diaphragm,
ALL DRUGGLCIS: 50c. AND $100
several doses of Duffy's Pure
go back to the days of the frontier nsI brought the earthly career
Malt Whiskey,says it has helped
of
I00000040.000
.
and let every main take out a Dieted hat accommodating Jacksonian to
3104
6000.00.
her wonderfully, brought the
permit,- said Prosecutor Jerome the n abrupt and untimely end. The
color to her cheeks, and that she
enpugh to fascinate all her auditors otter day.
would not be without it.
elientsts take no chta.nces, but who
azIwell as 'Mr. David.'
The Thaw ease offers an excellent, shell say th-at the soul of the humble
She pays high tribute to the world's
'Tonight the company presents the if somewhat diacon ra gin g,!l.luetra "Ticky Jim" went beck
to its Maker
greatest tonic stimulant inthetollow'Mysterious Mr. Raftleae one of the tion of the abuse of "expert testi- any more disco
aced than that. cif Gee
ing letter:
mast extraordinary of plays. It Is a mony." We are asked.
to believe— "dietinguiShed altenist" who make@
"As I am a member of the Hull
detective story of thrilling interest, the jury is asked- to believe—that a an alibi for
motel responsibility, and
House Women's Club, I was called
but its atmosphere is the refined one man who was sane up- to and after a acquits
AT THE KRNTUOKY.
a Croesus of a crime for
out many times when the weather
Tuesday night and balstegee‘wgelt of English society, a member of given date had a brainstorm
upon wheel t Czobgoz would hang?
was very bad and so caught a very
*filch, Mr. A. J. Raffles, exemplifies that day and committed murder
With matinees Wednegglao,
for
If the alienist gives an honeet
hard cough, and doctors claimed that
Saturday—"The
Mack-Leone" the unusual phenomena of inherited which he was not responsible, but opinion be is blameless. But how
my lungs were affected; in fact the
desire to steal.
The workings•-et*iehat he is now in such a mental con- often is his opinion put
temmany.
into his mouth
left lung was almost gone, but since
this tendency, with
the resulting ic:114.ton that he should be turned loose. by a lawyer?—Courier-Journ
ale
I have taken your valuable DUFFY'S
pursuit
and
escape,
furnish
a
drama
This
"Sowing the Wind." •
is absurd. The world would
PURE MALT WHISKEY,I feel
The Mack-Leone company opens a of atesorbing interest and most stir- have more respect for -Mr. Thew and
locendiarbon From the Bench.
better and would not do without it.
week's engagement here tonight, Inleing cotton and climaxes. Mr. Ills adroit lawyers If they had deIn the sensational Virginia case of
I have not been taking it very long,
Mack,
in
the name part, portrays the pended upon the so-called "unwritt
with matinees Wednesday and Saturen Abe
Strotiher brothers the jury
but I am sure of good results; I have
day.. Ladies free tonight unJer usual cool, resourceful gentleman cracks- law", and contented themselves with brought in a verdict
good color in my face and feel that I
of '
,not guilty.”
man,
who
steals
because he cannot showing a cause sufficient
conditions. The opening bill Is
can work with a great deal more
to provoke The defendants had
killed
their
"Sowing the Wind." The Henderson help it, In a manner that has received a sane mati to commit murder, and brothertn -la w
ambition. I cannot praise it too
under
circumst
ances
unstinted praise of the critics where- sufficien
Gleaner says:
t to constitute an excuse.
much. I have recommended it to
familiar to the readers of the reports
"A Bache:or's Romance," given ever he has bon seen."
The ''unwritten law," in
several of my friends and they, too,
reality of this trial, and "emotional insanlast evening by the Mack-Leone corn-,
are thankful for the benefit they
nothing more than public opinion, ity" was one of their defenses.
pany, proved one of the happiest
Henry E. Dixey Desertes
have already derived from it." Mrs.
covers none but acts of revenge comWhether or not the jury was justiVictor
New York, March 12.—Walter N. mitted upon persons guitty
efforts so far presented by this organA.Beaucaire,255 Ogden Ave.
of the, fied by the evidence In rendering the
MILS, VICTOR A BE A L't A IRA.
ization. la ha own quaint way this Lawrence, who owns the show, "The gravest and most unprovoked
" Chicago, Ill. May 4, '06.
crimes. verdict it did it Is neither possible
comedy ht its own with the more Man on the Box," in which Henry E. The list of such crimes is ehort.
Ber- nor needful to determine at this distpowerful bill of Monday night and Decay is starring, received a tele- t:wok as it is, and arguing pubile
con- ant* and on the basis of the necesthe contrast causes one to relieve on gram last night from John Warren, tempt of the restraints of
written love sarily inadequate knowledge availthe versatility of these excellent play- the road manager, saying that both under certain circumstances,
the "un- able. In a-ny case there was absoluteIf you swish to keep strong and vigorous and hsve on your cheeks the glow
ers, who seem equally at home in any Mr. Dixey and the leading woman, written law' conetitu
tes no such'ly ho excuse, no decent, entertaina.ble
fect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey regularly, according to directions of perMay Nordstrom, had left the com- menace to
class or kind of stage writing.
, and take
no other medicine. It is dangerous to fill your system with drugs, they
the pubilic peace, no such defense for -the comments of the prepoison
"The simple theme, sle ,Tierhelor's pany. The company played on Sun- license
and depress the heart, while Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey tones and strengthen the body
to criminals and no such siding judge on the verdict. After
s the heart
action and purifies the entire system. It is recognized as a family medicine
Romance,' affords none of the chance day night at Ottumwa, fa. After the mockery
everywhere.
of the judictlal branch oft-thanking the jury, the judge .aaid
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has stood severe tests for fifty years
for the greater lessons the stage may performance the company left for government
and has always been
as the "insanity dodge." that the public would- no doubt anfound absolutely pure and to contain great medicinal properties.
so effectively teach as In 'Sowing the Keokuk Ia., where they are to play
Evet the spectacle of a Virginia prove the verdiet—which
alleged
CAUTION.—When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer
Wind,' Madam Satan.' The Resur- tonight. With the exception of the judge
for
who but a few days ago, s.aitdl probabil4ty or certainty did not conrection' and kindred dramas, but it two principals the company arrived that
Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you get the genuine. It's
there was no "unwritten law" in cern him as -a judge in any wise—
carried, nevertheless, a sort of happy in Keokuk last night. Manager
the one absolutely pure medicinal malt whiskey and is sold
Law- his state, thanking a jury for acquit- and added, if correctly reported
only
: "It
inspiration and furnished one of the rence said he could not imeerstaeld
ha sealed bottles; never in hulk. Look for the trade-mark, the
ting two defendants in accordance es an estahliehed precedent, in
the
most pie-mane evieleitge ofgertaine why Dieey end- Miss Noldatrom
With Its provisions, is more welcome state of Vie-011kt" that no
4.01d Chemist," on the label, and make sure the seal
man tried
over the
comedy give to local play lovers In should leave.
He said Decoy was than that of a
jury "bamboozled" by fcr defending the sanctete of
cork is unbroken. Price $1.00. Illustrated medical
lEs
some time.
under tt three years' contract which
bookiet and
alleniste, corrupt or contented to home should be foetid guilty."
doctor's advice free. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochest
"Willard Mack as 'David Knowles' has a year to nee
er, N. Y.
trifle with the enforcement of the law
The meaning of this ft) perfectly
• displaeyed a Aro ability in the quiet.
by making wild -guesses as to
what,'plain. Lt is a direct Incitement to
Oprecful Manlier_ of which he ls ouch
merehant estaset-alwaye- pre; sent on inside-scia man's
hence of the evrasealsene. WS? was
head upon. murder. It..twa drelaratiott Of con- fiance
Nothing Easter„you were clean-elarres or
master. The temptation scene In vent the churlish
not,
ness of a clerk—so the seventh of April last. while
thet? Was it because, as he would
tempt
for
law,
for
adjustice,
for
the
etc.
the second act was,
One
We
of
prefeaso
the
en admirabel bit he does his be
rs
wiTI say that when you
B--own
of
to atone for It by mitting him to be gene today—r
have
believe,
principle
us
newspap
the
s
of
ers preenevidence.
It absolves
of emotionel. worio to which the offering you
University wae explaining to his class started you were clean-shaven, but
price-roncessiono
dering a verdict of acquittal thet
juries from performance of
jaunty air of the rejuvenated bachtheir judice the people for or against the
on the voyage you decided to grow a
in political science now the United
virtually a letter of merrque to that sworn duties and makes
a mockery defendant, or was it because he wantelor was a thoroughly humorous conbeard, and when you reache Resole
It ea a mistake to go around com- particular defetsclamt andStates
looked
welfare
after
the
of, its
all other of trials for murder where the sane- ed the case tried in iS remote place,
trast. Maude Leone was sweet and
your
-beard had grown so that the
plaining about your hard luck. One persons with money and
away from the searchlight of public citizens who traveled in foreign counhomicidal t.Ity of the home Is concerned.
girlish as 'Polly,' quite winsome
officers failed to recognize yqu
of the most serious handicaps a man tendencies to prey upon
bY
tries.
speaking
was
He
of the du:
Now, whatever the public senti- optedim, so that the chicanery and
society. And
your passport. And to go farther,
can have is a reputation for
being the bitter spectacle is, unfortunately, ment in ,the state may be, it is cer- rascality that Is to be practiced in the del of the United States ministers in suppcee
they arreeted you as a SOSunlucky.
n countries and was eitee speakfrequently beheld.
tainly not for judges to encourage defense of this noted criminal wail be foreig.
p:elous character, possibly as an ate
ing of the use of the passport. "Let
What shall we say of the erne murder and revenge from
the bench, unnoticed? If this is true, he has
atchist. What would you do then?"
A letter of Thomas
Jefferson metes to the medical Profesolon wtc to condone if not extol lynching, to made a grave mistake. The trial to- take a Concrete example," he said.
"Stave," was the prompt response
BOTH PHONES 048.
stand ready to -assist in bringing reduce eou rt proceedi
"S_upposing you
brought $160 at auction recently.
were scent:
from.
ngs to'a'atiletnn may be ea farce end a mockery.,•but
o
-'a irtat „etudent.—R1dgway's.
New
York to Russia. 'Upon leavfng
about a miscarriage of justice
the people will know it, and they will
bY farce,
Back Again
meeting
New
York
passyou
would
if
given
be
a
know
"adolesc
through
it
F
ent :money."
Such comments as we hare quoted
the only medium
Noma
Few men can be rolled twice In
"brainstorms." "emotional insamity," argue absolute unfitnees
open to them—the presta. The crime port, which would give a minute defor
the
exerEXCURSION TO
the
tame way; but thee are so
sereptien
ethe exaggerated ego" and- the lake? cise of the funstenes
of
you,
the
color
itnay
be
your
of
ever
sto dark, and the place of
and duties of a
These gentlemen know. If they know judicial officer. And,
eyes, shape of your nossee whether many ways.
its
mock
trim:
he
far
removed
from
whaterer the
And
anything about the m-atters they
the busy weeks of life, but there is
sti "precedente" may -be an
Virginia,
-freely discuss, that they testify, as
no
piece where the Amenican press
that
proud
state
eertatenb
v:
y wants no
Via Illinois Central Railroad.
rnle, in teeponse to enggeet1one from precedents for lawless
incendeartern dares not treed, and there lel no power
C1)1111901 for the defense, with the pur- from the benter.,And the senile he cast they
that can muzzle it or use it to 00,11
-Recotel-HeroM.
Modern Plumbing
pose ot making a bad temper appear
had with them or their for%eat' the crimes that are daily comYou cannot say your home is
mer engagement in Paducah.
to a jury of laymen as a 'brainmitted In the name of the law and
The Hargis Mockery.
modern
and comfortable if your
storm," and with the
under
the protection of those In high
mopes* of
The first move weii made toward
bathroom fixtures are old, and
freeing a criminall as responsible for
places.
Before
the
trial
is
311 ROUND
called at
the acquittal of Jim Hargis
unsanitary.
when his
his acts of violence as any other
man nem was tremeferred to Elliott coun- Randy Hook, the county seat of El.TRIP.. 44'P
AND
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
who strikes another down In sudd
ty last Wednesday by Judge William liott, telegrapt wires will have been
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
heat and passion, or after thinking
installed
by enterprising newspapers,
Carries, who was appointed to try
liesseeir plumbing fixtures ate the most durable
Spacial Troia leaves Paducah at 8 a. m
the
the matter over until he loses
hi.' case at Jackson% The attorneys for and the people of this and other
Wednesday and Saturday
and sanitary fixtures made. We handle this line
settee of proportion Mid is aetteeted
Arrives at St. louis 1:30 p. m.
Hargis have been violently opposed states will be acquainted with the deand add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
Commencing
by revenge ratter thian a eenee
We combine skilled, experienced labor with rea.
to a change of venue, but alien the tatle.—Dtattril1e (Ky.) News. ,
right arol wrong.
minable prices and prompt service.
change wais cannot]nets!, they I m meTickets good returning on
There are eases, of cou ran,
TO CYII.E A(MD IN ONE DAY
ate:y agteed -to-,
4 and expressed
Take LAXATIVE BROM() Quinine
whic-h there is arena) ground for bet
all trains up to and including
themselves as perfectly satisfied, as
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
listing a
. criminal Insane, but
wet) they may be. Mott
'Monday, March 25, 1907.
Opening bill Tuesday in that
county Is it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Czolgetz is more truly a maniac
thati one of the extreme moutteen noun- signature Is on each box. 25c.
greatest of problem plays
No baggage will be checked
a Thaw; and who that has the inter- toes,
far removed from the railroad
SOWING Ttl E WIND on these tickets, nor will they oat of society at heart won-Id have the and pays the least per capita
of taxaeffrontery to suggest Immtinit
T tor tion of any eourite ib the state. From
Popular Prices
lie good on Jeeping ears.
such us he?
the citizens of this county it ° will be
15c, 23c, 35c and 50c.
For further particulars apIn the Kentucky mountains s-hen
neeeFnare to Itnpanete the Jury that is
Matinees 10e and 25c.
six citizens who -maw a murder don4 to try
Jim Hertel; for the murder of
ply to
testify to the guilt of a defendant tha. Dr.
tildies 'free Tuesday night with
Cox. The circule ledge in that Lettuce
2 bunches 15c
custom is to hale sixteen men Into
J. T DONOVAN, Agent. haunt, Ky.
one paid 50e seat if purchased beParsnips
district is Judge
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless. Greatest known female
Sc quart:
Mlatt
Redwine
,
remedy.
court who, for a fee, or through brother
fore 5 o'clock Tuesday.'
of the famous D. B. Redwane, Turnips
R. M. PRATHER, 1. ii., Haien Depot.
lea
gal. CAUTION initeware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put up in paste-board
friendeirtp for the moused, will swear former
n with faciainole strtnature on side of the bottle.
CarSweet
potatoes
Seats on sale at Box Office.
thus •...80e bu Send for Circular to WILLIAM
circuit Judge tn the Breathitt
40064,.N
. tr
iet=i1
S MFG. CO., Sole Agents, Clateland, Ohio.
that the defendant was in their pres- district.
It lies next to Rowan coun- Irish potatoes
toe bit
SOLI) BY ALVEY & LIST.
enee in another place when the kill- ty.
the home of Will A, Young, the Sassafras
5c bunch.
ing took place. et is an axiom of she attorney
2 bunohes 5c
for fliareie, who is said to Young onions
comes that a strong alibi is the know
10c bunch.
persona lily' every man, woman Greens
strongest defense, nni:ding an alibi and ebild
2 bunches 16c
in that. opction. In mw-king Beets
on perjured testimony is often suc- h-e
2 bunches 16c.
decision Judge Carnes said ttot Rad I sh es
cessful, hut the perjured alibi witness be
3 bunches 25c
%reshot to get away from the in- Celery
BOTH PHONES nte.
at least has the -hardihood to take a
Strawberries
2 for 26c
risk of prbsecution. Is the allbentitt
Clampe fruit
4 for 26c
who tries to make an alibi for the
Bananas
10c dos.
wits of a murderer at i given
()ranges
• 20e doz
thee,
knowing that his halt-splitting disAffplei
35c peck
Oblekeas
Ilnetiona between anger and manta
36e to 75e
Turkey.
-are easetitially fabr)ratione to con 16c lb
'Rabbits
ho jury, too a perjurer
16e each
monally,
Fags
than the common type of alibi wit15c doe
Butter'
less? And he is certainly a person
85c lb
40 Minstrel Meister Singers
Ham
of a much bower order of "cold
lic ib
Sausage
nerve."
Best All-Star
10c lb.
hard
When Curtis Jett was tried for as12 1-2c ih
Negro Minstrel Vaudeville, Song, Dance, Fun Show
.,-__--.saseinat ing James 13, Marcum In JackIs the best manaenre requisite
Ever Seen.
Lady—"Couldn't you -possibly have
son and witnesses testified that they
made. It is not a liquid or a saved your
friend w -no was captured
saw him Ore the shots, Mr. French, of
Singere--tiweet. Dancers---1)andy. Phnnny Phellows. Specialpaste. You can use it without by the cannihals?" African
the defense —a cordite of national
Traveler
ties. Sensational. Ebony Ecstacies. Paragon Paraders, Mera buffer. Box large enough
—"Unfortunately not. When I arreputation, and an alibi lawyer of no
ry Minstrels, Plantation Pastimes. Distinguished Dixie Darkies.
rived he was already stria off
o last a year for
Nile fame in the mountalno---prothe
The Band and a "F-o-w-1 Deed.
menu."— Meggendorfer Bleetter.
duced three Oriole as maty alibi witI iirection Voelckel & Nolan, the "Barnum et Bailey" of Real Negro
nesters who maw Mr. Pet In another
Minstrelsy.
A London firm of electroplate makplace s-hen the -Ail-Knit mail In . proers has in its service eighteen men
gress. Whether the testimony of :Mti,
And. women vehia-aost.---Osseer
Prerretei ezirts t phyaleal facts
Night 1'neee-25e, frie, See Rid 75e7.
for it from fifty to sixty Yeeraw
&railed to ewe tire inn' will
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THEATRICAL NOTES

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

anKentucky
WILL'ARD MACK
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Thursday, March 21,1901
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FIVE NIGHTS
W 0 MATINEES

TO=NIGHT

TODAY'S MARKETS

Che Kentucky Monday, March

18
MATINEE AND NIGH

1 Lyon's

Periodical Drops

WHY COOK IN THE OLD WAY

The RANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS

Just because your mother and
grandmother did.

Japanese
Nail
Polish

AND

Cotton Pickers' Band

40

COOK WITH GAS
And you will find that it is cheaper, cleaner
and pleasanter.

BARGAIN MATINEE 25c TO ALL

Entire Balcony Reserved for Colored Patrons
Seats on Sale Saturday.

never

be knevivt, but one confessed perjnry
and anottrer, Mr. "Tirky Jim" That,
t..ould have liaded In the Dellittlattari

Telephone or drop us a postal card and we
will call.

50c
M c PH ER S0NI
Drug Store.

special Agent.

Ghe

For
urope generally the population inereases yeerly by ,forty-one to

every 10,00,0

inhabitants.

Paducah Light

!neer poretell.•

Power Co.

•

see estee sea

'WASP
•
IS COMING
I HERE THURSDAY

You can make better food with

Royal Baking Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE.
Will Spend Three Days and Permit
Visitors to Inspect Ountroat and
Quarters.

Lighter, sweeter, more palatable
wholesome
and free from alum and phosphatic acid

I.

The United States gun.boo.t Wasp
will arrive in Paducah Thursdray di'
rect from New Orleans to remain
and to Manager Fred Schaeffer,
here three and probably four days.
whose elegant menu and service were
Paducah has been the destInatlen of
appreciated by all.
the gunboat Wasp, since it :eft the
. The Menu.
Atlantic ocean at Key West. No stops
The menu follows:
were made on the 'way up from New
Blue Points.
Orleans other than to coal and take
Olives
Celery
on supplies. On the downward trip
Clear Green Turtle, Royale
(('oncluded from First Page.)
principal
the Wasp will stop at
Sherry
landings for several days recruiting
Medallion of Halibut al' Admiral
his old home at Blandville, getting
for the navy.
Rommes Gastronome
out of the incident every bit of
P. J. Cheever, !neater at arms of
humor and philosophy it contained, Braised Sweetbreads,
the second class on the Wasp, is in
Pique a) Eugene
and by a sudden transition bringing
the city today making advance prepPetit Poise en Caisse
his auditors back to Paducah at a
arations for the vislit of the gunboat. time
Cha:tan lo Rose
when she needed a hotel. This
He is hoeing lithograph posters lead
Maresehlno Punch
naturally to the development of
stuck up over the oity 'and other adPadncah as recorded in the nature Philadelphia Squab.
vertising matter distributed. The and condition
Bards au Cressor
of her hostelries.
Wasp left Memphis Monday and
Asparagus Tips '
President Earl Palmer, of the
should arrive here Thursday morn- board of aldermen, respondect
Potatoes al Anglaise
to the
ing, its speed of 16 knots making it toast "The Ideal Citizen." His ideas
Champagne Runirt vin Brut
the fastest boat ever on the 'river. met with the vociferous approval of
New Potatoes en Surprise
Captain Gibbons, the pilot, who went his auditors, who enjoyed the quips Fruit
Ice Cream
Assorted Cake
on board at New Orleans, says that and anecdotes, which enlivened his
Roquefort Cheese
the trip up DrOM New Orleans has description.
IBeat Water Crackers
Cafe Noir
been Made in record time.
Cigars.
Just a Beginning.
is '11cille&- 4.
Those -Wner Attrtidoti.
adrig him Mr. John C. Roth,
the commanding and recruiting offiThose present were: H C. Rhodes,
manager of the Auditorium and
cer. Boatswain Chile). and &srGreat Northern hotels, Chicago,. re- Jake Biederman, James M. Lang, R.
goon Bennie .with ,Boatswain Omsponded to the subject, "The ideal L. Reeves, W. L. Brainerd, L. 8. Duelets form the officers' macs. There Hostelry."
HOwell, S. FL Pagtaak-Dt;
-Mr. Roth declined- -to
are 35 regular sailors on board, nattier
Weil, I.
erthjeet, because--be Harey--wilitatesee,
picked men from different vessels. knew of none: but he tolehts hear- D. Wilcox, J. C. Flournoy, ,E. G.
The Wits!) is 230 feet long, 2.3 fc'et ers how he and his associates in- Boone, R. H. Noble, W. L. Bower,
C.
beam, and -draws 13 feet of water. tend to make the Palmer House as C. Grassham, C. W. Emery, C_ E.
It Is a converted yacht having been nearly ideal as possible. He said the Jennings, W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., B.
purchased in the time of the SPoMeh company expects to make the institu- Weille, F. L. Scott, L. W. Mennewee front a wealthy Newi'Yorkee. The tion absolutely flre-proof; to give the berger Roy L. C011ey, Charles
Weide
boat's e- leetrieian, Soltneider, put RP city an auditorium, wherein the Muse°. Burnett, F. W. Katter}ohn,
and has in operation a a ruiess tele- largest conventions may be- held; H. C. Overbey, J. W. Campbell,
graph apee.ratam.
probably in the near future to ex- Ed Hannan, Al Foreman, Mohr
If poeiible the Wasp will get dock tend the hotel property in two direc- Michael, Willis mHnghes, John
space here to make visiting the gun- tions and make other Improvements. C. Roth, Henry D. Laughlin, Max B.
boet an easy matter. If no eonven- He did not promise all these things Nahm, Joseph L. Friedman, John W.
lent dock can be found, the Wasp wid at once saying great expense has al- Keller, S. B. Hughes, J. C. Utterback,
anchor out in mid stream. Visitors ready been incurred, but said that as Charles Reed, George Emery, T. C.
will be received from 9 o'clock in the soon as reasonable and practicable Leech, T. L. Crice, D. H. Hughes,
morning until '5 o'clock in the after- the firrther improvements will be Charles K. Wheeler, J. T. Reddick,
noon, and the same hours hold as to nnlertaken.
George 11. Goodman, J. T. Donovan,
reeruite. All the points about the
"The Man on the Road," In 'his D. N. Coon, W. J. Hills, Abe Livingstip will be explained to the public relations to the cities he ilsits was ston. W. P. Paxton, W. P. Hummel,
and every question recruits may ask the theme of Mr. John W. Ketter's John J. Berry, L. V. Armentront, Dr.
about the service will be cheerfully discourse. "There is no better adver- Frank Boyd, A. 8. Thompson, George
answered.
tiser of a town than the commercial C. Thompson, Walter Iverson, Dr. J.
The Wasp started out on the lures- traveler," declared Mr. Keller. He Q. Taylor. Major J. 41. Ashcraft,
ant recruiting trip from Norfolk on related an anecdote of a breakdown George Langstaff, C. W. Thompson,
January 5. Booteweln's Mate John' In Texas a short time ago, which W. A. Berry, D. G. Murrell, C. H.
son, was in the battle of Manila with necessitated a wait in Warn, where Sherrill, George C. Wallace, Hal S.
Dewey, and Boatswain Clancy saw hotel accommodations are poor. His Corbett, John S. Bleecker, E. Farley,
service in the China rel ef expedition fellow traveler complained of having P. D. Fitzpatrick, John K. Ferguson,
as well as at Santiago.
to stay all night in Waco. Then the Earl Palmer, R. S. Robertson, Harry
man asked Mr. Keller if he had been R. Hank, J. Wallerstein, J. A. Rudy,
in
,Paducah, Ky., lately. Mr. Keiler W. M. Rieke, D. D. Koger, John W.
VERSATILITY OE
AMBASSADOR CREEL. lodgtal the answer, and the man Scott, J. L. Wolff, Harry Meyer, C.
'aid: "Well, when you do you'll C. Covington, S. Levy, Sol tireyfriss,
The new Mexican Ambassador to drop dead If somebody don't warn James P. StnIth, C. P. Rieke, F. H.
the United States, Enrique C. Creel, you. They've done things to that Rieke, L. Levi', H. A. Petter, Luke
Is a man who "plays many parts" i 'Palmer House that you wouldn't Russell, H. V. Sherrill, Dr. Reynolds.
think they. could .do." Mr. Keller Harrison Watts.
the active life of the country.
At toe time of his appointment he said it was not the atnonnt of money
was interested in the direction or fin- a drummer spent In a city, but the FINDS OLD FRIEND,
Impression orit he earrlea away with
PATS 50-TEAR DEW
ancial success of—
him that counter) for or agalnat a
Six banks.
City.
Three railways.
CIncinnaitti, March 11.--Dr. W. E.
Hon. C. C. Grassham responded Weisner, trot Columbus. Incl., aged
Two mines.
happi:y to the toast "Before and RO, has just received a draft from
A coal ocmpany.
After," paying a tribute replete with W. J. Hicks at Wamega, Kansas, in
A flour mill.
bright wit, to the makers of the new
A c:oth factory.
paymeut 01 $19 and interest at six
Palmer House,
A brewery.
per oent, which the doctor had loanIn' addition to these and other en- "The Ladles" was the subject of a ed Hicks in Tennessee 541 yeast. ago.
impromptu
toast
by
terprises which received his attention most graceful
According to an Enquirer special.
Wheeler Campbell.
he was-Hicks was in hard hick financially at
Bradshaw,
Jr..
closed
Mr. W. F.
Governor of a State.
the time he obtained the money, but
President of a temperance society the banquet. with a good-night ad- now he Is a wealthy Kansa. ranchA member of patriotic societies.— dress and "My Old Kentucky Home" men. Ile had not seen or heard of
was sung standing
Modern Mexico.
his benefector since he negotiated the
During the progress; of the evening
until a few Says ago when he
loan
The less a man really knows the toasts were- drank to Architect W. L. chanced to see Weiner's address at
hotel,
the
deigned
more he Insists on talking about It. Brainerd, who*
this place in a medical directory. He
414
promptly sent him a draft for the
h.alf-rentury debt, with interest from
the time the loan was made.

PADUCAH SPIRIT
IS EXEMPLIFIED

A ( TaAMPSE OF SPRING
T

HE illuitration shows one of the sweetest gowns ever pictured, and is particularly suitable for street or social. This
will be the greatest wash fabric season ever known in the history of the world. So great has been the demand for
goods that can be washed in both white and colored that mills are working night and day. The ))astern markets are sold
out, and the merchant that did not Mae% his orders many months ahead has nothing to show that is new. We saw what
was to be and acted. We were on the spot and-now you reap the benefit. We place before the people of Paducah the
largest assortment of new ann up-to-date wash fabs?s to be had in this section of the country. We advise that yoi. make
an early solection, for when the assortment we hiRti is gone they can't be duplicated, and if-they are you will have to pay_
at least a third more. for they are advancing daily. Below we mention a few stylish and serviceable things which, if
bought early and at the especially low price, you will be thankful we gave you this timely suggestion.

Colored Materials That Are
Dainty and New Are Here
Mercerized Batiste.

Embroidered Silk Zephyrs.

Nothing more beautiful to look upon, nothing so sheer and
dainty. 44 In wide, per yard—
50c, 65c, *1.00

A cloth that makes a stylish, dressy dress ..nd oan be washed.
Moly pretty shades, embroidered with silk, uhlque del
fts;
per yard

Linen Cambric.
Sheer and dainty—is used for every ociasion and will give
perfect satlafaction in the tub and Wilialways have the rich
air that pure linen always has, per yard ,-- MOO and $1.25

Paris Muslin:
'the much talked about fabric that we are gelling so fast, has
no equal in the elan of dainty white drank; 45 inches wide,
per yard.
800

Persian Lawns.
Du not confuse Persian Lawn with India Linen or cheap
imitations, but let us show you the genuine article—it will
satisfy the most, particular persons. We have it from, per .
yard
160 to

we

India Linons
A re always gooil, and If yen get a good qdallty, that is If you
tiny a standard brand, such as We sell, You can't go wrong.
Per yard .......
lOotoUe

Linen Lawns..
•'rue schre4t article In white goods today, hut

there are good
-imagoes for it, for there is no uompaeing 14 with other thietie
We have plenty.
.....
iifle per yardup
S whims and Llogerees make dainty dresses ls°.

Shimmer Silks Are New.
They ate this season's ereationa and have sold welt from the
start. Tney have an airy appearanee and silty look, bright,
cherry colons sells at. per yard
26c

Silk Mousline
Seems to be a feature for parties and social funotions; solid

no and 50c

colors, at per yrd

French Organdies "
The old standby which -has given so Mirth satisfaction year
after year is still good, Beef variety. per yard... ...... tlOc

Swiss Applique
Also a new creation, will be a leader for street and such occasions. This material hi anew proms in swiss and Is filly..
guaranteed to wash All ahadea; per yard ......
$6c

Beautiful Paris Tissues
-The dainty,' all'rhallterial that has been '11112111MInsrlinVerftft,
omee in light shades,. barred wItigicAk threadp.
nothing incire-4111114 at any price: MEV IFirTices; Alf&
Sheer sind delfity lawbs at 10c per yard and up to 45 reb
Everything that is new anti Arlin II at OgilvIell

PURIFIES

*THE BLOOD

SO
•
As every part of the body is dependent on the blood for nourishmeet
and strength, it is necessary that this vital fluid be kept free from germs,
impurities and poisons. As long as it remains uncontaminated we are fortified against disease and health is assured; but any humor or impurity acts
injuriously on the system and affects the general health, or culminates in
Springfield. 1.1., March 12.--Prosisome special blood disease. Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and the dent Roosevelt has Interested hitdifferent skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased self In the peculiar
conditions Alder
condition as a result of too much acid, or the presence of sonic irritating
humor. Sores and Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the which Judge Humphrey, of Immunity
blood, and Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Contagious Blocxl Poistr. etc., bath fame, sits on the federal bench
are all deep-seated blood diseases that continue to grow worse as long as the here and at the same time draws a
Impurity or poison remains in the circulation. Some persons are Is)rn with na'ary as vIce-prealdent of the Freakan hereditary taint in the blood and we see the effect manifested in various Tin Life fristiranco company, with
ways. The skin has a pallid, waxy appearance, the eyes are weak, glands headqtiarters In Springfield. The
rein the neck Ace enlarged and tumidly the body is not fully developed or
t
Ittr9n , becauee it has always been fed on weak, impure blood, In all blood Von of the company has jaist• been
S. Pi S. has proved:itself.* perfect remeay ltgoes dosto into the. led ulth the state supertntwadeat of
eirculaticm and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter, and Insurance and *hews that the sttpend
has this- Stream of life pure and health-sustaining. Nothing reaches of the jurist is HAW a year.
inherited blood troubles like S. S. III.; it removes every particle of taint,
The attention of President Rouseaed stresetheas the weak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the Veit was first draws to this double
111 properties it aced* and establishes the foundation Inc good health. Income situation a
it
nienth ago
fitheallistisai, Catarrh, Scrofula, Aorets And Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious
Illookkolson and all bleed slimming; and disorders are rufed permanently heeltne known Inlay that through
of roots, hefts and barks, and is the King necretkry Loeb, he had sought foe1 by S. S. SI. It is made
' of all blood purifiers. Book as the hlool eel 11 TTICIPrit adviee desirej thet informalinn, for what ournftse
sent free.
IS not known.
.1111It*Warr~0000.. ATINITA. GA*
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Will Ohicaga remedy the defect? We single tobacco bed would do inealcults, IIIILLIONAIRE TIMBER KING.
deubt
That fire was a few years ble damage to the growers' cause. It
ago. The horror of it already is could not be overcome in a year's Fredetiek Weyerhanser Mysteriously
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
waning. People are prone to forget campaign. The sympathy of the peeIlIssingsIn Southern California.
moth things; and other men, follow- pie of the United States is now with
INCORPoll ATED
Los Angeles, Starch 12.-Freding Davis' footsteps will econotname at the farmers struggling to throw off
T. M FISIIKN., Preemie&
IN. R. PAXTON. General itADACer•
the expense of their patrons, taking the shackles of a tyrannical monopo- erick Weyerhauser, tee,. timber king,
—
—
the risk chat such another tholacaust ly. That sympathy goes half way in who is said to tower tlea4t,s,
ay above
SUBSCRIPT1ON RATES.
4..
lailetered at the postoffice at Palbaillik• is not likely to occur.
(Concluded from Irina Page)_
..
winning
Mien
Rockefeller
must
fight.
the
It.
be
somewealth,
10
1
Is
evitoo
It
Is
NZ. as second class matter
dent that men will not safeguard Ity- Into Cull consideration and guarded where between Santa Barbara lied
THE DAILY $UN
.1') ina-a life, unlesse corneae:I Co When and nourished with the utmost care. Los Angeles. He passed
V7 farrier, per week
through the biggest business for one night for
By mail, per month, in advance .25 the president's, idea that the employer Nothing must be allowed to diminish San Francisco incog and is known to the Palmer Transfer company in its
2.10
By mall, per year, in advance
and not the public, must bear the Its force in the slightest degree. have passed through Santa Barbara histetry_#nee it was incorporated.
THZ WEEKLY SUN
"Yes, thee town is a good one and
115t year. by mail. po vise paid...$1.50 burden, then, and not mete then, will Therefore, be careful! Give every man bound for Los Angeles about noon
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Le.
venture to -remark rhat more monconsideration be had for 'human life a square deal. At the same time it is Friday. Since then his movements
FlumesIII It is a hard commentary, this-.that well to keep an eye on the schemers have been an impenetrable mystery. ey is spent here In proportion to the
111 South Third
•
w
—Ni
Payne a Young. Clem asell
a man will go to greater expense and who are endeavoring to prevent farm- He is not at any of the leading hotels size of the towns Hessen Louieville,"
lork representatives. '
pains to protect ills own purse, than rs from pledging their tobacco to the of Los Angeles or Pasadena, and his Louis Huebner, of Louittvele, deputy
THE
HE BUN can be fossil at
pieces:
circuit clerk of Jefferson conoty, deothers' lives, tut it is demonstrated, pool. Keep tab on them, and at the lieutenants are mystified.
EL
Pe D. Clements
The Southern Pacific officials have clared last night. "This hotel is a
Van Culin Bros.
and the exceptions we know not proper time, as Mr. Handy said, call
Palmer House.
where to tied. It 16 not callous-nes--; names and 'nail their hides to tee been appealed to, every trainman has credit to the town-to any town. EVJohn Wilhelm's.
Men, who are as considerate as any courthouse wall with the A. T. brand been notified to look out, and every erywhere I see evidence of prosperity
others of the sensibilities' and com- displayed ro that all may see and un- operator has been given instructions and progresses, and •Parcluoah iseindeed
to notify headquarters of any traces a lively city."
t
forts of their fellow men, do not ob- derstand.''"
valm,Is tilki., itLait.-p,
The farmers of the State of Ken- of the missing man.
0. p. Thomas, of Cadiz, is in the
serve the strictest watch care
of
409-416 BROADWAY.
4beilb
The billionaire is 73 years old and city attending the Head camp of the
TUESD.tY, MARCH 12.
their safety. They risk their own tucky are, if united, unconquerable in
-•
honest and Ameri- his disappearance may be a purpose- W. 0. W. Mr. Thomas is interested
purpose
any
legal,
lives and lives of their friends. There
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
is in element of hava.rd in the ho• can. No body of American citizens ful one-at any rate he has caused in politics in Cadiz and says the ReFebruary, 1907.
man make-up. Man has not yet been but becomes a mere .mob calling for much alarm here. Robert L. McCor- publicans likely will elect a represtern repression when it seeks to mick, his right-hand
3829 telly
4036
16
man, is not sentative from that district. He says
1
brought te a realization of the
reach ends in themselves commenda- with him on this trip, which makes they are all solidly for Judge James
3874 duty
3813'
2
16
he owes his fel.lowmrtue He has
ble by lawless methods. The reign the case more remarkable.
3813 yet
18
4........3830
When Breathitt for governor.
to learn that nothing is his own
Stacy-Adams, Nettleton -And Barry Oxfords
of lawiessties in Western Kentucky is Weyerhauser left Minneapolis some
3805
3851
39
Head Grove Meets.
absolutely; that - his talents and his
have araived and are now reacik-*
, show. The
383e
deplorable. Incendiartem, assaults, weeks ago It was with the intention
3851
20
6
The Woodmen Circles are organwealth and this life belong to the
lasts this spring are very shapely' and distin3869
threats of assassination and pillage of inspecting his forests in the west izing this afternoon the Head
3871
21
7
Grove
community and to humanity. This is
...3895
guished—though not a single point of comfort has
3915
have all marked the tobacco war in
22
of the 'state but did nothing
this
the gospel socialism must teach, and
23
3839
that section till now one of the most
3813
9
been sacrificed to make them so. The wear i.i in
EMPLOYES
morning
CLAMS.
ARE
further tan speech
makwhen we have red that much abused
law-abiding in the South.
25
3855
11.... ...3828
ing.
them, too, just as it has always been; we have not
term of its vaganles and impracticable
26
3836
i,585
Kentucky has suffered enormously
12
The meeting was Palled to order by
Standard Oil Witness is Reproved By
schemes, thie principle will remain
allowed the soaring leather market to cut down
.14
27
392e
from the Breathitt displays of savage113
Mrs. Mike Iseman, worthy guardian,
Judge.
to nsake the world better and hate
quality.
the
4
870
38..
3890
ry. These were the work of a few
of Evergreen Circle. About 25 delepier-but in the meantirne, there is
Average for February, 1907._ 3859
men permitted to cover infamy under
Many of Paducah's most particular dressers
the law.
Chicago, March 12.-Tariff sheets gates were present. Mrs. Iseman
Average,for_February, 1900
3757
forms of laws. Investigation would
have
worn one or the other of these three makes
gave way to shipping orders in the spoke briefly and was followed in orIncrease
102
we feel confident, show that there
years.
The same considerations of style, comder
for
by
Mrs.
Spence,
T.
G.
city;
Mrs.
Spit-it
Standard
of
progress! Last night
011 trial today, and much
Personally appeared
before me,
are but few men in Western Kentucky
Clara Maxwell, city; Mrs. George
over
price
which influenced them will interest
and
fort
one
time
was
hundred
consumed
in
work
the
Paducah's
of
of
repthis March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genreally responsible for the outrages
identifying these documents. Con- Kirkland, Fulton; Mrs. Mettle Mayou also. Stop in tomorrow and see the new shapes.
eral manager of The Sisej;
a nho af- resentative business end profession a that have occured.
t
siderable difficulty was experienced son, Gilberteersie; Mrs. James A.
firms that the above sta
t of tip sat down to a banquet in honor - We have had too etuch
juggling by the attorneys for
Mrs. Burnett,
Stacy-Adams low Cuts $5 and H. Nettleton low Cats $5 to $7
the government Meredith, Ashland;
the circulation of The Bun for the of the stoekholders of the , Palmer with
justice. Ballot. stealing is at in
Masers. Joe B.
abtaining evidence from the em- Craneyvilae; and
month of Feb. 1907, is True to the House, to honor them for their enter- the ,bottom
Barry Low Cuts $3.50.
of
The
all
trouble. When ployes of the Standard
prise in giving Paducah one of the
011 company, Flasch and George Lee, city.
best of his knowledge and belief.
men see their fellows placed in high,
General business was entered into
Judge Landis finally interfered in the
best hotels in the country. It was
PETER PURYBAR.
perhaps judical, office by stolen eleccase of one witness, whose answers and Men Leeman appointed e, cornNotall_ Public, , understood deal She_ Pal merelecome,,e
—..—
•thee- lose-reepeet for the law he
considered - unneeeseerlly brief, mtttee on credentials conelebled of
My commission expires January 'harmonious combination of marble, these
officers are selected to enforce and
said
Mesdames
that
Clara
Maxwell,
wanted
he
no
stucco
more
and colors, with cuisine comJ. A. Mer22, 1908.
The official who accepts office knowsuch conduct.
edith and C. Rose, Wingo.
parable to the best and' comforts and
ing that the office is not legally his,
The meeting adjourned to meet at
conveniences that lark no essential,
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
but another's, cannot be expected to
o'clock this aftermoon. The elec2
was
completed.
HOTEL
ARRIVALS.
That
is
why
the
bane administer laws _or discharge
For litilyor.
le 1
FitIM -44••-.--111I.-Rust,--(Wait°; J. tion of officers will come thee afterThe Sue's authorized to announce fleet was heel at tete time. Yet, le functions conscientiously. He cannot
Charles Reed' as a candidate for the very midst of the flow of soul, do it. He is at the mercy of men who If. McPbetride_te. St. I IOU i8; W. J. noon
Banquet Tonight,
mayor, subject to any action of the Mr. John C. Roth, general manager aided and abetted in the theft which Hackney, Oallond; J, E. Conkling,
The
Woodmen
of
Circlets will be
thepropertie
s',
announced
Democratic party.
that has placed him where he is. He must Louisville; V. B. Alexander, (adiz;
The Sun is atiehonitc•cl to announce the company hopes in the future to think of the boys with a pull. They J. L. Kolevyrohs, Bowling Green; W. united tonight and tendee visiting
:Tait ,• LtoLI,,•
Thomas B. Harrison ati a candidate make the structure absolutely fire can exact payment.
M. Simmons, Memphis; F. J. Park, Weodnien of the World an elaborate
s 1-•t-qi-•ce
banquet at Woodman Hull, acmes; the
for mayor subject to the action of the proof, to build addttions and to erect
A. D, Hughes, NeighBreathitt just now supplies an ob- Metropolis,
a convention auditorium. And, so,
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
vele; C. M. fieavin, Owensboro; C. estreet from the Red Men's hell where
ject
lesson.
Western
Kentucky
we hued and restore, as the High
For City Assessor.
M.
Martin, 0-.-eenville; S. P. Sturgis, the Head Camp Is in session. This
seems given over, for the moment,
afternoon p-reparations were made
The Sun is authorized to announce school pupil works until the gentlerhopelessly to disorder. Unless peace DeKoven; W. D. McElbenney, Cenfor the feast anti it will be one of
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the tient, only to find that the end is but
tral
Atkinson,
City;
C.
G.
Earlin.gNO
and security are at once restored in
the
biggest ever held' in Paducaia.
office of city assessor, subject to the the eommeneement. Having made
tha flourishing section of the State ton.
the
action of the Democratic party.
Palmer House over to accord with
Thursday the trolley rides will be
Belvedere-T.I. in, Q4apnsen, Louisthe loss to all Kentucky will be irreFrank Jus Is Located._ _„
can, who came here on business. Just
the Spirit of Paducah, we find them
For City Treasurer.
ville; H. C.' Hates,, Mayfield; W. It taken. There is some talk of making
vocable.
is said to have been accompanied by
Frank
Just,
barber
the
who
left
The Sun is authorized to announce already ooneeciering plans to make it
Moreland, Metropolis, Ile; J. A. Mer- the trolley rides come tomorrow, but
Paducah hurriedly several weeks a woman, whom he introduced to the
this
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for greater, because Paducah is growing
has
not
been
definitely
decided
edith, Ashland; C. A. West, LouisFarm of 30 Acres for Sale.
ago to escape appearing as a wee ex-Paducahan as his wife,
the office of City Treasurer subject greater.
ville; T. J. fetrean. Corydon; J. K. on. The A'oodtuen circle will not reSituated
near
Maxon
ness against a man alleged to have
Mill,
Ky., in
to the action of the Democratic party.
.
main
in
session
long
as
as the Bead
sight of Metropolis, Ill., and having Waller, Morganfbeld; WI J. Sweeney,
been
guilty of setting up and operatDon't permit your houses to reEvans'llte, Ind.; M. N. Scerf, Para- Camp W. 0. W.
Significantly enough all these Suits a frontage of 60 rods on
ing a game of chance over his bar- main vacant. See Hollins. We have
public road.
Daily Thought.
brought by anxious relatives for an
The an-eater part of this land is very gould., Ark.; A. E. Rouse, Indiannie
her shop, has been located in Nash- the correct system for keeping them
FOUGHT OVER GIRL.
Absence of ocetipaeion le not rest:
arenentIng of Mrs. Eddy's estate are
fertile; 20 acres now In timothy and eels, Ind.; E. W. Seam Morganfleld
ville. He was seen Sunday by a well rented. H. C. Hollins,' Trueheart
New alksbmond---C. L. Gibson, EvA mind quite 'vat-ant Is a mind de- brought as "next friends." If any clover, ten metes in stalk. Soil sandy
gentleman formerly of Padu-eflailding, Telephone 127..„
And One Young Man of Britt's Land- known
more of her friends "get next" it
praised.
-Cowper,
will loam. Produced 35 bushels corn to ansville; W. B. Ponder, Bardwell: W.
ing
be fine for the lawyers.
is
Killed.
Here last year. This must be sold S. Dunbar. Cairo, Ill ; Thomas Ostee
WELCOME W. 0. W.
quick and for that reason a price of weed, Epperson; W. M. Bodry, DesOfficers
on
the
steamer Kentucky,
singtore J. f). Ocedeker, St. Louis;
Leber leaders in Louisville urge a 2125 per acre is made, subject
Paducah is honored today by the
to acwhich arrived this morning from the
pre-ence of delegates from at sec- fair, straight fight; tert the pubitc ceptance within the present month. W. G. Miller, Benton; J. B. Strother,
Tennessee river, report a probably
tions of Kentucky, who come here to will judge them according to the eon- Telephone 127 or call at office. H. Paris, Tenn.; P. J. Watt, Syracuse,
fatal
cutting serape at Britt's Landduet
Tenn.;
of
T. J. Guthrie, Lynnville; P.
the srrikers; not the words C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
organize the first Head Camp, Wooding, 100 miles above Paducah,
yesL. Noisy, ,Daleon; R. E. Russell, Dow
men of the . Wesel, in . the state. of their leaders.
Trneheart
son Sprirses; A. Downs, Murray; terday morning at 9:30 o'clock. Two
These men come here bound by the
young men, prominent in the comGeorge Turner, Metropolis. Ill.
ties of fraternity; actuated by that
There is plenty of time for KenYOU DON'T NAVY TO Walt
munity , have been paying attention
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Pos
crdIiahie motive of economy, the tucky Republicans to pick out
the -keeps your whole insides right. Sold
to the same young lady. The rivalry
on the
welfare of their wives and children: next president, after they have
-If you can teach any branch of
selects money-back plan everywhere Price bo € eats.
was Intense and Sunday night one of
imbued with a spirit of charity to- ed the governor of the state.
music a ••in•isitioxi ad. will find private
them, learning that the other was
ward each other and au l mankind.
pupils for you-and "pin money."
Subscribe for The Sun.
then calling on the young lady, sent
Fraternities have done a great work
Weat•her Indications for eastern
word to him that the manager of the
in the world, and especially in this Kentucky
March Is a Trying
point to brainstorms gath- 1illemillaseelle\aw4W•01111..ellemileseel
Store for welch he worked, desired
Month*
country. where rank :St unknown and ering over
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor to see him at once.
'Elliott county,
The young man
the field is esteeially promising for
power.
came down Immediately to find that
herieveeent 'red locial organization.
Can give the heart a cheerful hour,
his manager had not sent the mesRoston scientists will perhaps run
Unquestionably 'lo most modern. Ise-When health is that. Be timely wise, sage but that his rival
across some souls
had sent it.
weighed
and
rause ehe most praetleal of these
With health all taste of pleasure Monday morning we
found wanting.
met his rival
'fraternal organizations are those
flies."
and asked him why he sent such a
'which carry the • benevolences into
March Is conceded by local phy- message. Without much parleying,
practice, set asiile- a common fund GIVE EVERY MAN A 1491:ARE
skeane to be the worst month in the according to the report of
the KenDEAL.
for the'care of mese ot.her when stele
year in Padvcah, In the point of the tucky's officers, the young
man who
Ill
new
We will furnish you with a servant that will stay at least
continues
to
come
them
te give
decent burial when dead
from
extent of sickness.- The quick changes had sent the false message
drew his
one year—work night an& day without complaining—will do
and to (ernes!' a ompetence for the Western Kentucky. Tobacco outrages
in the temperature, warm one day, pocket-knife and began to
cut the
continue,
without
any
widows and orphans. Stroh
offenders
chilly, with penetrating winds the other. When the
pineyour shopping, order your'supplies, call the doctor, fireman
Kentucky
left
against
law
and order brought to
tees, though confined. so far as the
next affect the physical condition there yesterday
police—attend all your wants—All for $1.50 a
or
was
thought
not
strict inert's-tem of the order. Roes, justice. This is surely a lamentable
probably more than any season of the possible for the }Poling
man to remonth.
Call Contract Department No. 630 for particulars.
condition.
That there is no need of
to the member-ghee teach a lesson
year,
cover from his wounds, and he prohin humanity to all who listen con- lawlessness to enable the tobacco raisThe only safeguard therefore Is to ably is dead now. The hint
was not
stantly to the precepts of the ledge- ers ofs Kentu-cky to obtain justice as
get yourself in good condition. The there long, and as the
Kentucky is
to prices the Woodford Sun may he
froom e and eneame, in the work of the
liver, the blood, the kidneys, the i dewn at Joppa today the
named; of
skin should be in first Class order or the young men could not
order. There is no sentiment more cited:
be (Waisted.
"The way the farmers all over the
you
worthy of an American citizen than
can not stand the trying month.'
p.
district are rallying to the support
that which prompts him to provide
Osteopathy, quickly
naturally re- FATHER OF NINE 18 BIGAMIST.
Just
We
opened
of the Bufley Tobacco Society and
up today
store any disarrangement to any of
for the care of those dependent on
end put on display in Our win.
pledging their tobacco crops to he
these essentials of good health. The Dews-to First Wife and Eight
him when he is gone. Of these orW F Paxton,
ChilR. Rudy,
P. Puryear
shipment
dews
a
of
new
the
grown In 1907 makes the success of
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
ganisations. the Woodmen of the
dren. Weds and is Arrested.
President.
Cashier.
imported creations in necktheir great fight seem certain. Asktftt.nt Cashier.
the poor blood supply or circulation
World is one of the more modern,
wear now mo popular In the
"The farmers of this country have
d
.fi
llyyield ta Its health
progresseve end aessresetve. It is
islewport News, Va., March 12.- E
giving
eaft1.
the power, if conservative'y and wisemethod,
E. Mahoney, a young man emplcreed
growing rapidly, and we are glad to
Dalian
crepes, corn color
ly exercised, to bring every trust to
The treatment, is simplicity itself, at the shipyard, was arrested
welcome to the city representatives
today
silks, new bias stripes in enits knees and to make the mightiest
Sane, rational, without the use of on a charge of bigamy
of such an order, and their women.
and made a
of them cry for mercy. Some of this
tirely new and rowel patterns.
harmful drugs. It cures by scientif- full confession. Mahoney has a wife
who comperes the Woodmen Virile;
Decidedly different from any.
power can be exercised through the
ic manipulation to restore the normal and eight children at Herndon.
for the whole amity is comprehended
Va.
Capital
thing you hate seen. They
hal:Ot. some of it through more
.
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• '"•51X.W.• ••.
1100,000
functions to each organ. It recog- Seven years ago he came to this
In tee embrace of the fraternity.
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dom In production and some of it
are e‘elnalve with us.
50,000
nizes, appreciates and rouse
leadeersh is yours etile you will re'
proper Two years later he was married to
Stockholder. liability ..s.
They come in the 2 and 14
In other ways, but 'none of it will be
100.00o
diet, air, water, exercise and other Miss Beatrice Parker, formerly
main, Sovereigns. ' Put it totek where
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Inch width four-in-hands, and
exercised unless they are organized.
natural hygienic measures, too.
North Carolina. Fiance that time he
tee rivers meet,4 when
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get not for
Total security to depositors
011•1. made of the very bent
today or tomorrow, or next
$250,000
'A trite saying is "Fleeing is believ- has lived quietly with his second
'through with it, and opine again next
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ilk,. ot summer
month or next year, but in perpetuity,
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suggestion of law
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

cause has been so liberal since the
announcement that the sum desired
by the ladles has been made up without the entertainment being necessary.

FUR Sail

'few 6pring Juit,
Jilk 'Waists,
Zlack Voil and Yaw(M‘irts

4

'11111111

4.1.111=gi'

MMI

Mr. C. J. Abbott, route agent for
Civics Department Meeting.
Police Court.
The civIcs committee will meet to- the American Express company, left
Mrs. Lizzie Sweeney, who has been
morrow morning at 10 o'clock with this morning for a trip over his terri- out of jail butt a few days, was arthe chairman, Miss Adine Morton, tory.
rested yesterday afternoon drunk
Mrs. T. J. Capps and children re- and
612 Broadway.
this morning given 50' days In
turned to Princeton
this morning )ail. Other
cases: Diank Pinkerton.
after attending a party given to Miss
Charity Club to Meet.
drunkenness, $1 and
costs; John
The Charity club has its regu'ar Lillian Schroeder by her parents lastl Montjoe, colored, malicious cutting,
meeting tomorrow at 10 o'clock with night at their residence On West 4 waived examination, held over; Wild
the president, Mrs. George C. Wal- Tennessee street.
Farr, alias Fox, colored, housebreakSuperintendent A. H. Egan, of the
lace. on North Ninth street.
ing, continued.
Louisville division of the Illinois Cen
tral, arrived from Fulton this mornThe Man Not The Actor.
In Circuit Court,
Of Prof. St H. Clerk of the Uni- ing.
B. F. Spagge filed suit in ..eircult
Attornew Frank Lucas and wife
versity of Chicago, who will appear
court against W. H. and B. G. Garhere in a dramatic recital of Stephen returned from Mayfield this morning. ner, furniture dealers,
for $3e2 damMrs. John G. Brooks, who has
Phillips "Uysees" at the Kentucky
ages. He alleges they illegally reminimisN
1 theater on -March 29, under the aus- been ill for several days at her home moved furniture
)
from his house.
pices of the Woman's club, a review on North Seventh street, is much
better
today and Improving rapidly.
111111S111•11MY
of Mr. Clerk's recital at Oberlin colDeeds Filed.
Mrs. Sophronia Vaughan has relege says:
Courtney Holt and others to E. F.
turned
from
Carml, Ill., where she
"Mr. (lark is not an elocutionizer,
FISH CAUSE A WATER, FAMINE.
Warlord, property in the Maplewood
he is a man. Nobody would say of was called by the illness of her addition,
$1,225.
mother,
Mrs.
C.
H. Cleve:and.
Choke Up Supply Pipes Leading him 'I should like to know what he
Miss
Bertha
Reed, of Carmi, Ill., is
is when off the stage.' He is Mr.
From Reservoir.
Marriage Licenses.
Clark all the time, and does nothing visiting her cousin. Miss Lizzie
J. T. Council to Minnie Fr. Donihoca
Vaughan,
of
South
Third street.
Pot tsv Pile, Pa., March 12.- Al- which would anywhere compromise
Aethur Gieh to Ruby Lee Turner
Colonel William Katterjohn has
though the reservoir is full of water, els modesty, dignity, and self rereturned
from
his
spect.
quarries at Cedar
His naturalness-that is, his
-For Di. Penaley ring 416.
the borough of Scbuylkill Haven has
SLY MARSHAL BROWN
-For Copeland's stable phone 100 been suffering from a water famine, truth telling-was shown in the se- Bluff, where he stayed whit ehls
superintendent,
Colonel
Pat
lection
of his program as well as In
Halloran
-A freight derailment near Louts due, it was discovered today, to a
Gets Them In Bed as Well as Anyvele on the Illinois Central delayed large school of small fish getting into the reading of it. There is nothing was in Pittsburg.
where Else.
Mr.
Ernest
bed
Price,
disea_sed
of
or
even
discontented
Mayfield, has
traffic yesterday several hours.
the pipes. The filth managed to get
returned home after visiting Mr.
in his program."
-Dr. Gilbert, L osteopath
400% ehrough a hole in
the reservoir
W. B. Kennedy, the tobacco man,
Cecil Wiseman.
Broadway, Phone 196.
screen and effectually chocked up
feels
today that sonic of his friends
Mr. Ell Guthrie has returned from
-The Retail Druggists association the pipes leading to the bort:perch
(bora) Society Formed.
supare too solicitous about his welfare.
New
York,
where
bought
he
a
line
of
met yesterday' afternoon at the city ply -line. After much labor the
A tnetaing was 'held last eveneng
eaMeirehal Wade Brown had a subpoena
spring goods.
hal) and transacted routine business. ter superintendent today
managed to with Mr.'and Mrs. Hulabard S. Wells,
for Mr. Kennedy from ehe Louisville
Mrs.
Edward
Bragg,
of
Mayfield,
It was a regular monthly meeting
remove the fish.
Residents, hove Of the Empire data, to organize a is
visiting her sister, Mrs. John C. court to appear in the case of W. B.
-Drink Belvedere the maater ever are religiously
boiling all their Choral society. There was an ineer- Haslet!,
Smith, now on trial there. Dr. Dieof Monroe street.
brew.
ested atendance and the organization
drinking eater.
Mrs.
Edward Rawls has returnee mukes, a physician of Mayfield, and
-Excavations are being made in
was effected with a Promising out
a good friend of Mr. Kennedy, when
from
Chicago
and St. Louis.
the city hall yard to discover a break
look. There are R
ohert
MAN CRUSHED BY WOMAN.
elershal
Brown asked him to direct
Mr.
and
Mrs. Oscar L. Gregory
in the sewer pipe leading from the
members. No officers were elected as
him to ear. Kennedy's residence, did
have
returned
from
Washington,
D
city ball.
Fallen Upon by 300 Pound Skater in 'the society is under the auspices of
so with pleasure, thinking that he
-UprIgive -pianos from -2160
eeldattneesseensireGetetrb- of Wheat Ce_witereabira...Glegers bee Agent_ the was
dertrig
r KenY a faror to
winter.
They
will
be
at
the
Palmer
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
Mrs. Wells is the president.
The
FOR RENT- Newly furnished
show
such a tapirs: Kentucky gentleHouse
until
their
country home at
used pianos we make these offers. W.
meetings
will be held In the evening,
Vandcrgrift, Pa., March 12.-Abrooms, modern conventences, 420.
man to his house. Marshal Brown
Gregory
Place
is
opened
to
rthe
sumT. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
ner MeGary, a wealthy merchant, the as' a number of men are interested in mer.
North Sixth Street.
did not tell Dr. Diemukes who he
-Three globes were received from
retiring president of
the
Vander- the movement. The place of meetwas further than that ids name was
FOR SALE--lettrniture and bedMiss
Anita
General
Keileicthe
Electric company at
of Monticello
grin council, is dying at home as it ing will be announced later, a oornBrown.
-He
found
(BegMreeKennedy
for 25 robing. - -Also lease on
In
seminary, Godfrey, III,, is spending a
Schenectady, N. Y., yesterday, being
result of an accident at the Apollo Deft was appointed to inquire into
bed and served the solspoena on him,
house. Will trade for good horses.
few
days
with
her
parents,
the last consignment of machinery
Mr. and
roller ekating rink last night.. Mc-.and select a -hall, as a private home
EAT,st Whitehead's restaurant.
Address H., care Sun.
Mrs. John W. Keller, of West Broad- Coming up on the train today Mr.
purchased by the city a year ago for
Gary tripped and fell, and a woman will be hardly large enough. There
Kennedy !vas discussing his luck in
way.
high-grade bicyMITCHELLS
for
FOR RENT-Furnished room for
the city power house.
weighing more then 200 pounde fall is prospect of an excellent leader bevigorous terms.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
or two gentlemen. Meals can be
Mr.
one
Clarence
F.
-Wedding invitations, announceParker,
purchason him. His pelvic bone wee crushed ing secured from away from here.
ing agent for the Illinois Central railments ate,
boarders, 212 had within three doors. Apply 624
. every character of enWANTED-Table
and he shetatined other -internal inroad, arrived in the city last night on BOY CHOKER SELF WITH DESK. South Fourth street, old phone 2122. Husbands street, Old phone 2070.
graved work is given careful, perEnjoyable Birthday- Party.
juries.
his private car at 8:30 o'clock. He
sonal attention at The Sun.
SEND your clothes to the FaultWANTED-OM to work in resMiss Lillian Schroeder, Of 1621
will., leave this evening at 6 o'clock Fordville, Ill., Lad Who Feared Ar.
-James Chandler, of I3irdsville,
taurant. Call 217 Kentucky avenue. less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
West Tennessee atreet, celebrated
NO MORE SPONSORS.
test for Theft Commits Suicide,
Mr. Lawrence Potter, who was
who went into the Pasteur institute
High & Browder, proprietors. Rota
her 10th birthday with a pretty party
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
struck by a Third street car a few
at New Orleans for treatment for
phones 1507.
437
Levitt.
F.
Gen. S. E. Lee Decides Against Ap. last evening at the home of tier par- weeks ago, Is still
Cartersville, Ill., March 12.-With
confined to his bed
bites received from a dog which be
eon R-ENT=The. house 3211 South
ente,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Soihn
Schroeder.
painting Them.
FOR RENT- Two nice front
a 200 pound roller top desk rocking
and is not Improving.
thought to have been mad, is doing
Seventh street, one door north
of
There were 12 guests present. Games
rooms
St.
with board, 317 N. 7th
Dr. J. C. Sullivan, of etban, 1(y., across his throat, John Smirk. 15
well.
Dr. lieddlck's residence. Possession
Columbus, WHO., March 12.-Gen. were enjoyed and light refreshments Is visiting
years
old,
BADE--be.rred
'
Plymouth
was
found
FOR
dead
in the
his brother. A. E. Sulli-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
given April eat. Apply at BiederS. D. Lee, commander-in-chief
of were served. 'Phone present were: van, of 7116 Husbands street.
Fordville church near here early this Trek eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 1441.
- at Bruneons, 529 Broadway.
man's store.
Misses
Laura
White,
Vay
MeQuitter,
the Confederate veterans, has decided
Mrs. Joe Washington. of 601 South morning. The boy feared arrest for
-The board of fire and police corn
CLO1 HES cleaned and repaired.
POSITION WANTED- By young
not to appoint a eenetel sponsor and Laura Wallace, Mary Akers, Ethel Fourth
missioners met last evening at the
street, left this morning for theft, and had been hiding. He had Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
man age 23. Have had experience In
maids for the Riehmond reunion on May Schroeder, Laura Capp. of
raised
one
end
of
the
desk,
put
his
Caneyville to visit her sister, Mrs.
city hall and adjourned a few minOVERSTREET, the painter. New all kinds of clerical work.
Can fur-a
aceount of the recent decision by the Princeton; Jeannette Schroeder, Lil- Carter,
neck under the foot rest connecting
who is Ill.
utes later, there being no business.
Phone
1025, old Phone 975.
fish best of reference. Address M,
lian
Masters
Schroeder:
Carl Fowler,
Deughters
of
Confederacy,
the
Wt10
the
two
sections,
and
the
weight
Mr. James Grogan, of New York,
of
Col. Dick Sutheriajed Ives absent.
FOR RENT-Third floor over care Sun.
1.11“1
4111
claim that the reunions are RO Largely Robert Wallace, Robertson Gilbert, is visiting Mrs.
being ill.
Margarette Brogan, the desk choked him to death. Evi- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
Arch
Capp,
of
Princeton; Clyde Capp, 1215 Trimble
LOST -Diamond and pearl brooch
dently
he
had
intended
to
cut
-Globe VI/emcee filleaeseses and devoted to medal events for the sponkis
street.
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
of Princeton.
on street between Fifth and Broadall supplies for them, also the best sors' entertainment that the old vetMr. George Witty, formerly post- throat in case the first plan failed,
furnished way and 815 Jefferson street. Finder
RENT-- Nicely
FOR
for in his 'nand was held tightly a
master of Bardwell, is in the city.
line of carbons. A full line of blank erans are ahnost lost sfght of.
conveniences,
837 return to Loeb & Bloom's office, on
room.
All
front
sharp
knife.
Delphic Club.
Dr. R. C. Gore, of Lone Oak, is In
books and all kinds of office supplies
Jefferson.
N. Second street, and receive liberal
The Delphic club held an Interest- the city.
W. 0. W. Banquet.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
All members of the Woodman of ing meeting this morning at the Carphone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
FOR SALE---Duff Plymouth rock reward.
Attorney Pete Seay, of Mayfield, is NORTH SEA TAKES 34 LIVER.
WARTED-For ti. S. Army: Able.
eggs, 5/0 cents per dozen. John C.
-The wife and children of Stoner the World and their families are In- negie library. Three famous cathe- in the city.
bodied unmarried men between ages
J. Ferguson, fugitive from justice vited to be present tonight at the drals of Spain were disucssed first • Miss Alma Givens, of Fulton, has Steamer and Trawler Collide During Harris. Old phone 597 Ting
of IS and 35; citizens of United
charged with the murder of Gus Mor banquet to be given at Olive camp very delightfully. Mrs. C. B. Aus- been visiting friends in this city.
a Heavy Gale,
WANTED--A
houseboat.
good
tin's paper on the "Cathedral del
MRS. A. L. ISEMAN.
States, of good character and temMrs. Clem Morris and daughter,
ris, have removed to Murray. Cliff hall.
Must be in good condition. Address
Flier in Saragossa" was read by Kathleen, of Fulton, were in
perate habits, who can speak, read
Ferguson, of the Thompson confecBerlin, March 12.--A dispatch
PaduR. R., the Sun.
Resume Traffic,
Mrs. L. M. Rieke. Mrs. Frank Bar- cah on Sunday visiting John
and write English. For informatioa
tionery store, remained.
Ferguson
Craig from Cuxhaven reports the loss of
Portsmouth, Ohio, Merril
12.- nard told of the "Cathedral of Valla- Morrie, of Fulton, who is ill at the thirty-four lives by the foundering of
FOR SA LE-Large draft horse. apply to recruiting officer, New Richhas never been located by the police.
-Yon know
two vesaels-a German cargo steam- George Skelton, 817 South Fifth mond Howe. Paducah, Ky. ,
your calling cards Regular street ear service was re- dolid" and Mrs. Muscoe Burnett of Illinois Central hospital here.
•
with old employes, the "Cathedral of Atocha." Mrs.
Chief of Police McNutt. of May- er, the George Wottern, and a traw- street. Phone 2281.
are correct when they come from The sumed todllay
FOR SALE--What is generally
Sun. Script cards and Plate-VW a eendeeg a settlement, of their de. Mildred Davis interestingly featured field, were in Patine/el yesterday.
ler-during a heavy gale in the
conceded
to be one of the prettiest
FOR RENT- Three room house
"Portugal---Spain's Nearest Neighmends;
Messrs. Douglass Nash and Walter North sea. It Is believed those with bath, 317 Ohio, Apply
hundred, the Old English"fiRoNsF
West and most subseintial frame residences
bor." Miss Mettle Fowler graphical- Iversen were In Mayfield Sunday.
-The unwed States civil Merv/Ice
.drown.ed comprised all aboard both Kentucky Coal Co.
In Paducah. Seven rooms, bath, toily deseribsci. "The Pillars Of HerFor Sale.
commission announces the folitewing
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lucas visited !easels.
let, hot. air furnace, large basement,
FOR SALE-- ti)rient Blickboard
lets in Faxon's Addition, 11130. cules-Georaltar-Centa."
in Mayfield this week.
examinations for this district: Lith66 foot lot, nice large stable, concrete
automobile.
Dr. Samuel
Dodds,
Dr. E. E. Sutherland, of Chicago,
ographer's
he:per
engineer, Convenient iferms. Lots Eighteenth
and
Miss Dorothy Rennin, of this city,
walks, hardwood floors, painted walla,
and Harrison. Satisfactory
who has been visiting his father for Is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Clay Cairo, Ill.
Fund Raised Without Concert.
April 10.
2 large porches and an attic, located
Price $800. H. C. Hollins, Heal Es,,
The concert announced for Friday some time, was in the city Monday Lemon, of Mayfled.
_ FOR RENT -Front room ,with or In one of the most desirable Palle of
-Belvedebe oeer is a holes
fate and Rentals. Telephone 127.
evening by the C. W. B. M. of the on his way to Paducah, where he exwithout board, 421, South Sixth. Old the city.
duct Ram len ber that.
An ideal home in every
First Christian church for the bene- pects to spend a few days before rephone 1949.
-If you haven't tirue to go home
partkular.
A Rood investment for
Few of the golden opportunities of- fit of the .Tamalcan sufferers, has turning to his home.- Mayfield
for dinner try Whiteheades 25c dinWANTED-$3,00t1 on real estate $6.2-e0. Address A. X. Y., rare The
fered us will stand the actual teat.
been called in. The response for the Monitor.
se
ner, 215 Broadway.
in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0. Sun.
/
-The meeting still contihues with
Box, 673, City.
'A Toast to Old Friends.
Interest at the Union Gespel mission
A Good One on Pm+. Jim.
ONE nice front room furnished for
Here's to the old friends
on South Third street. There were
rent. Bath and all modere convenistoy comes from down in
good
A
With whom we've fared together
several conversions on Sunday. The
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
Howeealtee
on "Uncle Jim" Allison
Through
sorrow
ANY lines of
and gladness,
Rev. W. M. Hopper, of Murray, Ky..
eveybody
that
is iaughing about, says
SALE
-Four room house, lot
FOR
Through storm and sunny weatha ,
a primitive Baptist, will preach tohandsome
the Elizabethtown News.
It seems
40x165
on
feet,
Fourth
South
near
The
friends
who
have
night at the missitin.
loved us.
Spring Suits
Tennessee street. Liberal terms. S. that quite recently "Uncle Jim"
.When others proved untrue;
-City subscribers to the Daily
for business
bought a 'lot of orchard grass and at
A. tril4, telephone 964.
The friends who believed in us,
Sun who wish the delivery of their
the same time bought a tot of bran.
wear are now
Needless their faith to sue;
papers stopped must notify our colFOUND-Watch fob. Owner can
His eye sight ia not quite as good
being disWho will love and believe in us
lectors or make their requests diget same on paying charges. Gus
Until life story endsplayed -a 1 1
rect to Tom Sun office. No attention
Givens, the barber, 109 S. Fourth as it used to be, and he got them
mixed. One day he fed all Of his orA toast then to each of them,
will be pall to such orders whorl
street.
high class,
chard grass, and the next day he
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
The good, old friends.
hand tailorGENERAL repair shop of clocks, went forth to sow his sack
of bran.
--Clara Cox Epperson.
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducah
umbrellas, etc. Starr & Bell, Ninth He was buse) casting
ed garments,
It on die
beer.
and Trimble. New phone 1110. Give ground when he obeeerved that.
fashioned strictly in accord
the
• Postman's Queer Experience
-Place your orders tor wedding
us a call.
prescribed
with
stork was following hell all about
ideas.
"I had a queer jab the other day."
Invitations at home. The Sun enows
-FOR RENT-110 smell tam*, two and /the cows were -lowing over the
We rely upon the merits
said a Bronx letter carrier as ho
as great an assortment as you find
,nece large rooms, three percales, water fence. "Unele Jim" thought somewarmed his hands.
anywhere at prices much lower than
"I delivered a '
of our superior values to earn
inside, 624 Husbands. Old phone thing was wrong and Mei not know
wreath to a grave. It was a small
you pay eltewhere.
and bold your patronage. The
2070..
whet it Was. Finale he found out
-We ere prepared to repair as
wreath of inurrortellee in a pastetest lies in your satisfaction
FOR 8ALE-3,00'0 'fruit trees. he! was sowing bran.
He tried to
beard box. The address was: 'Grave
well as repaint and refit your carafter wearing the garments.
Several varieties of apple, peach,pear aeep it from
the family
and his
riages. All work done promptly, and
of Jlani.; Love, Woodiawn t'emetery.
This season, as always, our
and cherry. Albert Sherron Nursery- neighbors, bet it leaked out, anti new.
satisfaction guaranteed. Phone old.
'First Lot to the ‘Right of Smith
man, Paduesh, Ky., Route 2. Phone they are having a great deal of fun
garments will give you this
401. Sexton Sign
Works, •Sixteenth
Monument.'
Thourends of times 1
886,
ring 4
at his expense.
and Madison.
satisfaction.
bad patted that cemetery on
care
The
wiich
my

down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff

,few Aings Arriving
Vonstantlq.

gudq, ghillips & 'do.

ladies' geadtplo-Wear Eepartment
Jecond Yloor

Fur 10 cents

Hart haint got

no rume tu tel u

here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

,•

let

sr

w •

0•

New
Spring Suits

Now Stick a Pin Right Here.

I

1

Mrs. Meekton-"What do scut
think lames methyl- says 'she waets
to Se cremated.' Jamiite-')A11 right
Tell her to get her things on and I'll
,eke her down now."-Illustrated
Bits.
Ballet ghee never wiles
to regiwter a kick„

aek °MOT'

-

trate -meite.eurpsieteg.--.Hate feet some men are rising!
They seem to climb with energetic leaping.
And yet 'ti• not surprising
When you know they're ADVERTISING.
And not content with oalm commercial Weepine.

-

The price of a want ad. Is one cent a wore for tine insertion and two
cent,/ a word for three insertion*, cash to accompany the order.

rounds, hut I never thought to make,
delivery to ono st-lhe tomes_ 6e...
lug In, I fou.ncl the Love grave saeH y. T brushod
the snow off the
mound with my hag, and tak!ng the,
wreath from ire box I laid It on the
bright, green ernes
New fork Press'
Some free ehitreb wets are net as
easy as they might be.

We rise in buying and ollr King
experience guaranties -t h i-g
both to you and to us.

/
ir -PRIPPOZWITC11113"...vs ~PIN
. sOY
10•0•%Hob ell •Wt.

RENT-two brick *titre
I POR
hOutiem, Eleventh and Brendway, one
Notice.
,twOssitory
brick
business
house.,
Inge/ante Rebekah lode Hp. 17, 1.
Pldebeenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- O. 0. fr..
will meet WedEestlay-e'vening company.
Ina at 7:30' o'clock at the hall, Fifth
WANTED -Tertimen understand- and Broadway. Initiation will
take
ing measuring and erad•Ing of lumber. place and all members ert.erged tn
Must be strictly sober and net afraid he present
to work ?heady tunPlce'ro.nt. CoTHERESA DAVIS, R. O.
lumbia itanutecturing co.
LAURA DAVIS, Seer.

.•••

pAas

flTh PADLTCATI EVENING SUN.

WASHINGTON
'LS WATCHING OUTCOME OF KENTUCKY ELECTION.

'We Sell 50c Worth *:‘
of Cigars for 25c
Here is a clear-Havana cigar
at 5c that we want you to judge side
, by side with regular Key West brands ,.
that have sold for years at 3-for-25c and
10c straight.
•

CUBA-ROMA
All-Havana Cigar, 5c
isa new and sensational value in the cigar
business. Where, outside of National
Cigar Stands, can you get a large, wellrolled,full-weight cigar, made entirely of
% fine, imported Havana leaf, and thoroughly seasoned, for.5eThat is what
we sell you in CUBA-RON1A.
National Cigar Stands save you the
unnecessary middlemen's profits made
on the ordinary Key
West brands.
gial
taq
MAN SWIMS'

The best clears nrc now soh-,in the 2,000 nrug Stores haying
this National Cigar Staisla Emblem in the window.

'MEM
I W. B. Me:PHERSON, 335 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON, Seventh and, Jackeon Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1616 Meyers Street.
PETITS RED CRCS 4 priAtotAcr, 12th
JAMES P. SLEETH, 90-1 Broadway.
la\

No Likelihood of Anyone Being Endorsed for President By State
('onvention.

Washington, Meech 12.—The Kentucky political situation is atractine
a great deal of attention at the national. capital. On June 19 the Republican clans of Kentucky will meet
at Louisville to choose a state ticket,
and whether Secretary Taft or VicePresident Fairbanks, or neither, will
be indorsed for president is a subject of debate.
There is unquestionably a sentiment among the leaders of the RePeblican state organisation in Kentucky, which is shirred by the three
Reputiican congressmen from that.
state, that it would be unwise to
cloud Republican prospects in the
state by an indorsement of anyone,
either for United States senator or
for president. Their view is that the
Republicans have a better show of
winning in Kentucky this year than
for many years, and that a fight to
capture an indorsement either for
president or senator would engeeder
enmities that would jeopardize Republican prospects In the state cam-

,TIYE• SDAY, MARCH 12.
1
(PLANS

TO BREAK UP A COLD
IN 24 HOURS AND CURE ANY
COUGH THAT IS CURABLE.

HOME" SHORT TALKS BY L. T. COOPER.

: Copenheigen Man Wants New York to
Try Co-Operative Howeekeeping.

NERVOUSNESS.
Ner4voustiess makes people miser- unhappy.
They
able, blue, and
somethink
thing terrible
to
is going
happen.
At
night they
toss and worry

New York, March 12.—Otto Fick,
founder of a servantless housekeeping plan, which is demonstrated by
establishments of his own in Copenhagen, Stockholm and London, arrived Wednesday on the steamship
United States to ascertain if New
and are not
York City would not take kindly to
They
rested.
ihe idea.
tire easily
• His method differs essentially from
and haven't
that of the family hote' and is somemuch energy.
thing on the lines that might be repThey think
•isw.j.aAua
things
many
resented by a large flat house with a
--Consumpco-operative kitchen and servants in are the matter with them
tion, Kidney trouble, or twenty
her
Common. The municipality of Copen- diseases. It's just stomach trouble,
hagen was so interested in the scheme nothing else in the
world.
Two
that it underivrote it to the extent boetiles of Cooper's New Discovery
will put the stomach In shape in three
of advancing ;25,000 on mortgage
.
weeks. I know this because I've
There are rooms for twenty-five seen it tried a thousand times. Then
families in the houses which have all nervousness will
disappear.
t
been built under Mr. Fick'n direction. know this too, because I've seen it
No cook is required. The meats happen a thousand times. Here's a
letter I got the other day:
come up the dumb-waiter and can
"My system was bacley run down
there be lifted off directly into the and my stomach and nerves in an
dining-room. Tenants on leasing awful shape. I could not digest my
apartments in the building must file food, was always tired and would
often feel faint and dizzy."
• list of things which they do not like
"I had heard so much of your
to eat or drink, and in preparing
New Discovery medicine that I began
their meals individual dislikes are takibg it. Relief and strength and
taken ink account and they will never happiness wee* found in the very
get anything which they have taboo- first bottle and the benefit I have
received from It has bee.n truly woned. They cannot, accordipg to Mr.
derful. I am no longer nervous, me
Fick, expect to order on their own appetite and digestion are
good and
initiative. In the Fick dwellings the I eat everything and sleep well."
central plant washes the dishes, Mre. W. J. Schaurer, 220 Guthrie St.
makes the beds, cleans, the rooms Loulevilie, °Ky.
with the vacum process, dusts, sets
We sell Coore:'s New Discovery.
things to rights .washes the windows, It makes tired, worn
out, nervous
blacks the shoes, presses trousers and people Nippy.
W. B. M'PHERSON.
attends to the family washing.

'Pt) BREAK UP A COLD IN 24 HOURS AND CURE
ANY COUGH
THAT 18 CURABLE.
Mix one-half ounce of the Virgin (HI of Pine (Pure) with two
ounces of Glycerine and half a pint of gpod Whisky. Shake well
and use In teaspoonful doses every four hours.
A famous thomt and lung :medalist, who eitaierlithed a
AIM
for consumptives II nthe pine woods of Maine, rind whose wondes
cures there have attracted the attention of the civilised world, declares that the above formula will strengthen weak lungs, relieve the
cough, heel the bronchial tubes and cure any case or lung trouble
that is not too far advanced, providing the patient Will aseist by taking plenty of out door exercise, Inhaling long deep breaths every
few
minutem.
It is said the mixture will break up an ordinary cold in twenty.
four hours, and, being free- from opiates and druge,
far preferable
for Use among children to the ordinary cough mixturets
The ingredients can be to-cured front any good prescription druggist at small cost and easily prepared in your own home.
Inquiry at the prescription department of one of our leading
druggists elicited the information that Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure) is
put up only in half-ounce vials, securely :waled in a round wooden
case, with engraved wrapper, showing the name—Viegm Oil of pine
(Pure). Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act of Jane 30, 1906,
Serial number 151.. Prepared only by Leach Chemical 0o., Cincinnati, Ohio,—plainly written thereon.. There are many rank Mitetione of Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure), which are being put out under
similar name's and style of package.. Never accept these as a substitute for the Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure), as they will Invariably produce flaws-a, and never effect the desired requite.
A -local physician who is feminine' with this treatment sari it ei
undoubtedly the most effective known to medical *Hence at the present time, and, save tar the open air life in the forest, would prove
just as effective If used in the home.. He mays thee formula given
sibove is the one used in the pine woods, and that is ems the unqualified endorsement of the leading [Mysticism' of the country.
The physician added, It this formula was known and used generally by the people, throat, lung and bronchial affections would ramy
reach an acute stage.
The Pure Virgin tell of Pine is also a perfect neutralizing agent
for stele. 110d.. A few drops taken on sugar night and morning will
heal and regulate the kidneys and relieve the most.obstinate case of
rfic,umatiem, if caused by Uric arid in the system.
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Several superior offices-1dg second and
third moors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists

American -German National Bank

The Senior Cigar
5c
Havana Blossom Cigar
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First Showing of Go-Carts and Baby Buggies
Give the Little Ones a Breath of Springtime

FOR EITHER MAN OR BOY

'J'AKE the little ones out for a breath of the fine, fresh air such
such days as these. It is the greatest sort of a tonic---means
health, good temper and a saving of doctor's bills.
We are showing a great assortment of Baby Carriages and GoCarts at every price--for you who have but a few dollars to spend
and for you who want something handsome.

FANCY SAMPLE VESTS

THE ALLWIN Folding Go-Cart is, we think, one of the handsomest as well as the most convenient to be had at any price. it is
made in various woods, with leather to match. Metal trimmings
are all heavily nickeled. It comes in thirty-six styles, with prices to
correspond. Can be opened or closed almost instantly and hever
collapses.

THE MODEL

If you desire a parasol, one can be fitted in a moment. The
illustration shows the cart folded and in the upright and reclining
positions.
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ACCIDENT INSURANCE
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ABRAM L. WEIL & CO
Travelers Insurance Co.

$1.25

STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.
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